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ABSTRACT
Defining and Measuring Learner-Content Interaction
in Digitally Augmented Learning Experiences
Sandra Thatcher Powell
Department of Instructional Psychology and Technology, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
Using content analysis, researchers reviewed literature to identify the meanings attached
to and methods used for measuring learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning
experience.
Digitally augmented learning experiences are defined in this dissertation as situations
where a learner interacts with content delivered using a computer. Examples include online
learning using a desktop, laptop, or mobile device, classroom use of a device to interact with
content such as a digital textbook, computer simulation, augmented or virtual reality, smart
watch or phone, or other similar educational activities. These activities can be delivered directly
from a digital device, over a wireless connection, or via the internet. Digitally augmented
learning experiences can be web-based, cloud-based, or loaded on a device; streamed or
downloaded; fully online, or part of a classroom experience, such as a blended-learning situation.
Current discourse surrounding learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning
environments showed themes of label, theory, measurement, types of content, pedagogy, and
looking forward. The label theme describes the use of the term as a research variable or other use
where no context was given. Theory includes mentions of Moore’s transactional distance (1973)
or list of interaction types (1989), Anderson’s Equivalency Theorem (2003), and other related
educational theories. The measurement theme included all mentions of how learner-content
interaction was evaluated, measured, or quantified. Types of content included descriptions of
specific content learners interacted with, such as textbooks, online text, discussion boards,
simulations, assignments, and assessments. Pedagogy included mentions of student learning,
knowledge construction, and understanding that did not include mention of a specific learning
theory. The looking forward theme includes suggestions for researchers and practitioners
surrounding learner-content interaction.
This dissertation discusses strengths and weaknesses of current tools used to measure
learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning experiences. Based on the strengths
and weaknesses found in current measurement tools an integrated measurement tool was
developed and evaluated for content validity.

Keywords: online learning, learning experience, computer uses in education, educational
technology
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DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH AGENDA AND STRUCTURE OF DISSERTATION
Interactivity in digitally augmented learning experiences such as online learning includes
learner-instructor, learner-learner, and learner-content interaction (Moore, 1989). Learnerinstructor and learner-learner interactions have been the subject of frequent research (Avsec et
al., 2014; Ertmer et al., 2011; Hathaway, 2009; Kuo et al., 2013). However, research regarding
learner-content interactions is lacking (Mehall, 2017; Xiao, 2017), and within existing research,
learner-content interaction is inconsistently measured and defined. Using content analysis,
literature was reviewed to identify the meanings attached to and methods used to measure
learner-content interaction. Strengths and weaknesses of current measurement tools are
discussed, and an integrated measurement tool was developed and evaluated for content validity.
In the literature, learner-content interaction is also referred to as student-content
interaction. The phrase learner-content interaction, as used throughout this dissertation, includes
student-content interaction.
Digitally augmented learning experiences are defined in this dissertation as situations
where a learner interacts with content delivered using a computer, such as online learning using a
desktop, laptop, or mobile device. Other examples include classroom use of a device to interact
with content such as a digital textbook, computer simulation, augmented or virtual reality, smart
watch or phone, or other similar educational activities. These activities can be delivered directly
from a digital device, over a wireless connection, or via the internet. Digitally augmented
learning experiences can be web-based, cloud-based, and may be loaded on a device, streamed,
downloaded, fully online, or part of a classroom experience, such as a blended-learning situation.
The genesis of this dissertation was a project to add interaction to online high school
independent study courses provided by a private university in the mountain west of the United
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States. Before adding a form of interactivity to the suite of online high school courses, the team
decided to look at current definitions of learner-content interaction, how learner-content
interaction has been measured in online courses and other digitally augmented learning
experiences, and whether a tool exists to measure learner-content interaction which can be used
prior to deploying the experience with learners. Since no measurement tool was found that met
the needs of the project, a new, inclusive measurement tool was created and evaluated for
content validity.
This dissertation, Defining and Measuring Learner-Content Interaction in Digitally
Augmented Learning Experiences, is written in a journal-ready format. The opening section of
the dissertation meets university submission requirements, with the remainder comprising three
journal-ready articles. Each article conforms to the style, format, and length requirements of the
targeted journal. The journal manuscripts in this dissertation reply to the need for more research
regarding learner-content interaction (Kuo et al., 2013; Xiao, 2017).
The second section of this dissertation begins with a literature review article, Thirty Years
of Learner-Content Interaction: Analyzing the Discourse About Digitally Augmented Learning
Experiences, which is a content analysis to determine current definitions of learner-content
interaction (LCI) in digitally augmented learning experiences. This literature review provides a
historical perspective of learner-content interaction by delving into the themes or categories
related to learner-content interaction in the literature over time. Possible journals for publication
include Tech Trends, Educational Technology Research and Development, and International
Review of Research in Open and Distance Learning.
The second article, Measuring Learner-Content Interaction in Digitally Augmented
Learning Experiences, discusses how learner-content interaction is currently measured as
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described in the literature related to digitally augmented learning experiences, including online
learning, educational use of mobile platforms, and digital educational simulations. This article
follows a content analysis methodology, identifies measurement tools used, and discusses the
strengths and weaknesses of current learner-content interaction measurement tools. Possible
journals for publication include Distance Education, Journal of Computer Assisted Learning,
Educational Technology Research and Development, and Interactive Learning Environments.
The third article, Learner-Content Interaction in Digitally Augmented Learning
Experiences: Measurement Tool Design and Content Validation is a content validation study of
an inclusive measurement tool for comparing learner-content interaction among various digitally
augmented learning experiences. Each of the learner-content interaction measurement tools have
significant weaknesses, and the most effective ones are too specific to be used with a variety of
online learning experiences, so a new measurement tool was designed, based on the strengths of
the most effective current tools, using pieces of existing tools as appropriate.
To provide content validation for the CARE (connection, adaptability, response, and
engagement) measurement tool, three main areas were considered. First, coverage of related
constructs was evaluated using alignment of the tool to levels of interactivity scales, learning
theories, and technology integration theories. Second, review of the proposed tool by
instructional designers, educators, and an online course quality assurance specialist, using
recommendations from these experts to improve the tool. Third, a panel of experts including
educational researchers, educators, and instructional designers used the tool to evaluate a series
of digitally augmented learning experiences and provided feedback on the tool and the
evaluation process through an online survey. Possible journals for publication include British
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Journal of Educational Technology, Distance Education, and International Review of Research
in Open and Distance Learning.
All three articles were formatted for journal submission, with references used for each
section or article provided at the end of the appropriate section. References from portions of the
dissertation that are not articles were placed after the appendices of the third article. Appendices
for this dissertation are included with each article.
This dissertation increases knowledge in the field of Instructional Psychology and
Technology through considering how the definition of learner-content interaction has evolved
over time, by comparing and evaluating measurement tools, and through the creation and content
validation of a new inclusive tool to measure learner-content interaction with a variety of
digitally augmented learning experiences. The field is enhanced by a widening discourse about
current meanings and contexts of learner-content interaction. An increased understanding of the
ways learner-content interaction is measured and the strengths and weaknesses of current tools
will benefit both researchers and practitioners. The content validation begins the validation
process of a new measurement tool designed to be used in a variety of contexts. Through this
journal-ready dissertation, increased understanding of and ability to measure learner-content
interaction will positively impact the field.
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Abstract
Distance education has researched different types of interactions for many years, providing a
foundation of definitions and frameworks for understanding the differences between independent
study and interactive learning strategies. New technologies today provide a means for learners to
interact with content in different ways. Digitally augmented learning experiences are situations
where a learner interacts with content delivered using technology where, without that technology
the experience might not occur. Three types of interactivity in distance education which can
relate to digitally augmented learning experiences include learner-instructor, learner-learner, and
learner-content interaction. In this study we used content analysis to identify themes or
categories found in the discourse surrounding learner-content interaction in digitally augmented
learning experiences. Identifying these categories provided a shared meaning for learner-content
interaction through both qualitative and quantitative methods and expanded the conversation
surrounding learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning experiences. With the
value of learner-content interactions in education supported by research, finding ways to improve
the quantity and quality of learner-content interaction will positively impact distance education,
blended learning, and other uses of digitally augmented learning experiences. Finding a way to
consistently measure learner-content interaction should be a high priority for future research.
Keywords: content analysis, digitally augmented learning experiences, learner-content
interaction, transactional distance,
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Introduction
In the last 30 years distance education has researched different types of interactions,
namely learner-instructor, learner-learner, and learner-content interaction as described by Moore
(1989). Learner-instructor and learner-learner interactions have been the topic of significant
research (Avsec et al., 2014; Ertmer et al., 2011; Hathaway, 2009; Kuo et al., 2013). This
foundation provided the necessary definitions and framework that have guided the understanding
between independent study and interactive learning strategies. The addition of learner-interface
interaction to Moore’s three interaction types added a layer of understanding around learner’s
use of “technologies to communicate with content, negotiate meaning, and validate knowledge
with the instructor and other learners” (Hillman et al., 1994, p. 30-31). As technologies continue
to change and more diverse learners enter the online learning arena, it is vital that our
understanding of interaction is updated as well.
New technologies, such as virtual reality and augmented reality, require learners to
interface with technology and content in ways that were not possible before, making the learning
experience completely dependent on the technology. This dependence on technology for a
different kind of learning experience, that without it could not happen, is defined by us as
digitally augmented learning experiences (DALE). A DALE is based on a combination of
Moore’s learner-content interaction first with some of Hillman’s learner-interface interaction in
that learners need to know how to use the technology before they can interact with the content. A
digitally augmented learning experience is any situation where a learner interacts with content
delivered using a computer. Examples include online learning using a desktop, laptop, or mobile
device, classroom use of a device to interact with content such as a digital textbook, computer
simulation, augmented or virtual reality, smart watch or phone, or other similar educational
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activities. These activities can be delivered directly from a digital device, over a wireless
connection, or via the internet. Digitally augmented learning experiences can be web-based,
cloud-based, or loaded on a device, streamed, downloaded, fully online, or part of a classroom
experience, such as a blended-learning situation.
The research exploring learner-content interaction is lacking (Mehall, 2017; Xiao, 2017),
and within existing literature, learner-content interaction appears to have a variety of diverse
definitions that have fragmented the direction of research and practice and has become more
complicated by new technologies. The purpose of this article is to develop an understanding of
the themes, or categories, found in the contextual use and stated definitions of the phrases
“learner-content interaction” and “student-content interaction” using content analysis. These two
phrases are used interchangeably in the literature and will be referred to in this article as learnercontent interaction for brevity.
Exploring how current literature defines learner-content interaction will provide historical
context for the shared meaning of the phrase and its impact on digitally augmented learning
experiences. With this shared understanding, we can begin to consider how learner-content
interaction is measured and explore future possibilities to enhance online and blended education
and other similar learning experiences.
Background
For many years, distance education advocates have indicated that interaction is an
essential part of the learning experience (Ertmer et al., 2011) and these interactions can and do
occur in various ways. Of course, one of the main goals for any learning experience is to increase
a learner’s knowledge capacity related to the content and can be accomplished through learnerlearner, learner-content, learner-instructor (Moore, 1989) and learner-interface (Hillman et al.,
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1994) interaction. Moore defined learner-instructor interaction as the “interaction between the
learner and the expert who prepared the subject material, or some other expert acting as
instructor” (p. 1) and the learner is able to draw on the experience of the instructor. Learnercontent interaction is defined as “changes in the learner’s understanding, the learner’s
perspective, or the cognitive structures of the learner’s mind” (Moore, 1989, p. 2), thus
propelling a learner forward in their knowledge. Learner-learner interaction is interaction
between one learner and another, either one-on-one or in groups. Learner-interface interaction
refers to a learner’s knowledge and ability to use technology while learning.
Moore introduced the concept of transactional distance as related to distance education in
1973. He defined transactional distance as “the gap between the understanding of a teacher (or
teaching team) and that of a learner” (Moore, 2019, p. 34). Transactional distance originated with
John Dewey’s ideas of interplay among environment and learner behaviors and in distance
education explores the physical and psychological gap between teacher and learner to create a
structure and the right dialogue for learners to build their knowledge. Understanding Moore’s
(1989) three types of interactions and learner-interface interaction (Hanna et al., 2000; Hillman
et al., 1994; Palloff & Pratt, 2001) should help to decrease transactional distance. It is not
imperative to have all of the interaction types present in an educational situation to decrease
transactional distance. Anderson’s Equivalency Theorem proposed that high levels of one of
Moore’s interaction types can make up for lower levels of the other two interaction types while
maintaining an appropriate learning experience (Anderson, 2003). Beyond just the interaction
types, the mixture of independent study and interactive learning strategies and activities is also
important to consider for learners (Anderson, 2003).
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Learner-content interaction is essential to education and serves as the foundation of
knowledge construction (Moore, 1989). It can change a learner’s understanding and knowledge
of a content area or multiple content area, can modify their attitudes and outlook, and can change
the cognitive structure in their minds. Learner-content interaction was initially considered
reading a textbook (Anderson, 2003), however, as technologies changed, learner-content
interaction has expanded to include audio and video recordings, simulations, and other digitally
augmented learning experiences (Lin et al., 2017; Marks et al., 2005). More diverse learners are
entering online educational spaces using these technologies to gain knowledge, and their
expectations for quality, interactive learning has changed over the years. New technologies such
as virtual reality and augmented reality provide a means for learner-content interaction that is
interactive and either social or independent.
Learner-instructor interaction is valuable in decreasing transactional distance through
discourse and can include synchronous or asynchronous interactions. Discussion boards,
instructor feedback, announcements, presentations, and web conferences are examples of
learner-instructor interaction (Graham et al., 2019). Interactions between an instructor and
learner are meant to motivate and stimulate the learner as well as provide a means for clarifying
misunderstandings of the content (Hillman et al., 1994).
Learner-learner interactions include dialogue and communication between different
learners. This can be accomplished through group projects, discussion boards, and live chats
among students (Chang & Smith, 2008). The Community of Inquiry model (Garrison et al.,
2010) is one example that draws heavily on learner-learner interaction, emphasizing the
importance of gaining knowledge through social processes.

THIRTY YEARS OF LEARNER-CONTENT INTERACTION
Learner-interface interaction involves the ability of a learner to use technology such as a
learning management system, computer, or any other technology needed for learners to access
content, and connect with instructors or peers (Strachota, 2003). The phrase learner-content
interaction is rarely encountered in the literature without two or more of the other forms of
interaction. Interaction is an essential element in learning, especially in distance or online
learning environments (Ertmer et al., 2011) where the level of interaction with content, peers,
instructors, and technology differ depending on how a course is designed and delivered. Deep
and meaningful learning can occur when at least one type of interaction is present.
For this study we used content analysis to identify themes or categories found in the
discourse surrounding learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning experiences.
Identifying these categories provides a shared meaning for learner-content interaction through
both qualitative and quantitative methods and expands the conversation surrounding learnercontent interaction in digitally augmented learning experiences. This study addresses the
following research questions:
1. How does the literature about digitally augmented learning experiences define
learner-content interaction?
2. How have the definitions of learner-content interaction changed over time?
3. How is “learner-content interaction” used in the literature surrounding digitally
augmented learning experiences surrounding?
4. How have the uses of learner-content interaction changed over time?
Methods
This literature review used content analysis following Jorgensen and Phillips (2002) to
examine the qualitative and quantitative features of a sample of 149 manuscripts related to
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learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning contexts. Content analysis is
appropriate for evaluating and quantifying a large number of texts (Deacon et al., 2007). Similar
to Barry and Doherty, this work seeks to provide “a widening of discussion towards better
understanding” (2017, p. 702) of learner-content interaction.
Database Search
To identify current discourse about learner-content interaction, we searched three
scholarly databases, Scopus, EBSCO (all databases), and ERIC (Proquest), using the terms
“learner-content interaction” and “student-content interaction.” Both search terms are used
interchangeably in the literature to reference Moore’s types of interactions (1989), requiring the
use of both terms in our database searches. Our searches resulted in 160 unique manuscripts for
consideration. We eliminated 11 manuscripts as they were written in languages other than
English, had content unrelated to digitally augmented learning experiences, either search phrase
was not included within the body of the article, or the paper was unavailable in full-text format.
See Appendix A for the full list of manuscripts included in the analysis.
The remaining 149 manuscripts were included in the analysis. The included manuscripts
ranged in date from 1971 to 2019, with only one item, a government report (Mitzel et al., 1971),
published prior to 1996. The included manuscripts comprised 94 articles, 19 conference
proceedings, 25 dissertations, 10 book chapters, and one government report. Figure 1 shows the
number of manuscripts analyzed by year of publication from 1996–2020.
Analysis Framework
Within each manuscript, we highlighted all instances of “learner-content interaction”;
“student-content interaction”; or variants (e.g., “teacher-learner-content-interaction,” “learnercontent, learner-instructor, learner-learner, and learner-interface interaction,”) which combine
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Figure 1
Number of Manuscripts by Type Selected for Analysis by Year of Publication From 1996–2020

Manuscripts Per Year by Type
Number of Manuscripts

20

15

10

5

0

1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

Publication Year
Article

Book Chapter

Conference Proceeding

Dissertation

learner-content interactions with other interaction types; or abbreviations of the term such as LCI
or LC. Next, we coded each highlighted use for contextual usage, definition (or explanation), and
whether the definition was implicit or explicit. Text of each explicit definition was recorded. For
items involving a research study, we recorded learning content areas, grade level of learners, and
geographic location, when provided. As in qualitative content analysis, themes and categories
developed organically from the data (Schreier, 2013). As each instance of learner-content
interaction was encountered, the use was compared with existing tags. If an existing tag fit the
usage, the instance was given that tag. If no existing tag fit the use case, a new tag was created.
After analyzing about one-third of the articles, we combined and reduced similar tags. Then we
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analyzed the remaining manuscripts, adding new tags sparingly. After analyzing the remaining
manuscripts, we again combined and reduced similar tags, leaving six main categories and 24
sub-categories.
Findings
The six main categories of definitions of learner-content interaction (LCI) encountered in
the literature surrounding digitally augmented learning experiences (DALEs) were label,
background, measurement and evaluation, type of action, value, and looking forward. Each
category includes three to eight sub-categories. Table 1 shows the categories, subcategories, and
the criteria used for inclusion.
Most instances of the search term learner-content interaction did not include a formal
definition, and the meaning had to be teased out from the surrounding context. These uses of
learner-content interaction were considered implicit definitions. In some cases, learner-content
interaction was defined or described, such as “Learner-content interaction is the process of
intellectually interacting with the content, which changes the understanding, perspectives, and
cognitive structures of a learner’s mind” (Martin et al., 2012, p. 229). These uses were
considered explicit definitions for this study, even when the explanation was more as a use case
than a definition of the phrase, as in Cho, “More frequent contact with the content will lead to
more learner-content interaction” (2011, p. 111).
There were many more implicit definitions (92%) than explicit definitions (8%) in the
2866 uses of the phrase learner-content interaction (LCI) or a variant of the phrase, encountered
in the study manuscripts. Table 2 shows the breakdown of explicit and implicit definitions by
category.
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Table 1
Categories and Subcategories of Uses of Learner-Content Interaction
Category

Subcategory

Criteria

Label

Category label
Study variable
Study conclusion

Refers to heading or category
in a hypothesis; study variable;
Conclusion of present or related
study

Background

Moore’s definition
Moore’s list of interaction types
Anderson’s Equivalency Theorem
List of interaction types (not Moore)

Historical usage of term

Moore’s definition of LCI
Moore’s list of interaction types
Anderson’s list or theorem
Lists 3-4 types, no mention of
Moore or Anderson
Compares LCI with one other type
Cognitive inquiry; Community of
Inquiry
Learner construction of knowledge.
no mention of Moore or Anderson
Prior to Moore; evolution of phrase

Measurement
and Evaluation

Measuring interaction
Facilitate/promote interaction
Quality/effectiveness of interaction
Compare to in person

How LCI is measured
Impact on/of quantity of interaction
Impact on/of quality of interaction
Compares digital LCI to in person

Type of Action

Content used for interaction
Way of interacting
Technology needed for interaction

Specifies type of content involved
Only LCI; learner action; non-human
interaction
Technology required for LCI

Value

Importance to online learning
Benefit of interaction
Essential to education

Value of LCI to DALE
Positive outcomes related to LCI
Importance of LCI to learning

Looking Forward

Suggestions for future research
Recommendations for practitioners

Future LCI research possibilities
Suggestions for putting LCI research
results into practice
Need for more LCI research

Compare to other interaction types
Community of Inquiry
Knowledge construction

Need/call for action
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Table 2
Implicit and Explicit Definitions of Learner-Content Interaction
Category

Explicit

Implicit

Total

Label

3

1573

1576

Background

72

621

693

Measurement and Evaluation

24

211

235

Type of Action

118

115

233

Value

13

92

105

Looking Forward

0

93

93

230 (8%)

2705 (92%)

2935

Total:

Over 72% of the identified uses of LCI in this study occurred since 2011, with 18 uses
before 2001, 46 uses between 2001 and 2005, 745 uses between 2006 and 2010, 1018 uses
between 2011 and 2015, and 1108 uses between 2016 and 2020. Table 3 shows the uses of LCI
over time by category and subcategory. Most of the manuscripts (83%) had at least one use of
LCI that referenced Moore’s definition of learner-content interaction, his concept of transactional
distance, or his three types of interaction.
Explicit definitions in the category Type of Action: Content used for interaction were
parsed for individual types of content mentioned. Table 4 includes the type of content mentioned
and the number of times each type of content was mentioned. Earliest descriptions of content
used for LCI in DALEs were limited to hyperlinks and mouse clicks (Gunawardena, 1999).
Through the years both the number of times specific content types were mentioned, and the
variety of content types has increased.
Where details about a study involving LCI in DALEs were given, education is the
discipline with the greatest number of studies. However, a variety of other disciplines were
involved in studies of LCI in DALEs. Table 5 lists the disciplines and the time frame of the
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Table 3
Categories and Subcategories of Uses of LCI Over Time
Category/
Subcategory
Label
Category label
Study variable
Study conclusion
Sub-total
Background
Moore’s definition
Moore’s list of interaction types
Anderson’s Equivalency Theorem
List of interaction types (not Moore)
Compare to other interaction types
Community of Inquiry
Knowledge construction
Historical usage of term
Sub-total
Measurement and Evaluation
Measuring interaction
Facilitate/promote interaction
Quality/effectiveness of interaction
Compare to in person
Sub-total
Type of Action
Content used for interacting
Way of interacting
Technology needed for interaction
Sub-total
Value
Importance to online learning
Benefit of interaction
Essential to education
Sub-total
Looking Forward
Suggestions for future research
Recommendations for practitioners
Need/call for action
Sub-total
Total

Years Mentioned
Before
2001

2001–
2005

2006–
2010

2011–
2015

2016–
2020

1
1

1
2
6
9

6
163
259
428

17
159
355
531

21
276
310
607

9
3
1
13

2
2
17
21

14
21
34
70
17
10
4
170

20
76
17
104
34
6
14
271

10
37
5
96
44
4
22
218

0

1
1
2

19
15
34

51
20
13
2
86

49
35
28
1
113

1
2
3

13
13

63
20
6
89

35
30
65

33
13
17
63

1
1

0

5
5
3
13

15
14
6
35

26
16
14
56

0
18

1
1
46

2
6
3
11
745

16
13
1
30
1018

12
18
21
51
1108
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Table 4
Types of Content Used for LCI in DALEs
Years Mentioned
Content Types
Before 2001
Technology
(software, LMS,
interactive tools)
Text
(textbook, online text, handouts)
Links
2
(hyperlinks, hypertext media,
mouse clicks, mouse over)
Chats and discussions
(discussion board, chat,
blog, email)
Activities
(activities, assignments,
exercises, homework,
learning objects, tutorials,
projects)
Audio
(radio, audio)
Multimedia
(animation, multimedia,
video, television)
Presentations
(PowerPoint, presentation)
Simulations
(labs, simulations, models)
Assessments
(exam, question, test, quiz)
Images
(graphics, images, slide show)
Ambiguous
(content, subject matter,
pedagogy, lessons, help services)

2001-2005 2006-2010 2011-2015 2016-2020
1
4
5
2
4

8

13

11

1

2

3

1

4

4

12

9

7

13

16

15

3

2

3

3

3

6

12

11

1

-

4

3

-

2

4

3

-

-

5

3

-

1

3

-

3

8

9

10

manuscript publication which described the study. Disciplines range from architecture to
technology and from medicine to religion. Both the number of studies and the variety of
disciplines has increased over time.
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Table 5
Disciplines Studying LCI in DALEs
Years Mentioned
Disciplines

Before 2001

2001-2005 2006-2010 2011-2015 2016-2020

Architecture

-

-

-

-

1

Business

-

-

1

3

3

Education

-

-

8

10

7

Engineering

-

-

-

1

1

Job Training

-

1

1

3

-

Language

2

-

-

5

4

Math

1

-

-

1

-

Medicine

1

1

-

4

3

Public Service

-

-

1

1

-

Religion

-

-

-

1

-

Research

-

-

-

-

1

Science

-

-

2

2

2

Technology

1

-

3

8

3

Various/Multiple

-

-

2

2

7

The earliest studies found in the selected manuscripts were done in the United States and
the United Kingdom. Over the years, the number of studies done worldwide has increased as
well as the number of locations where studies involving LCI in DALEs were conducted (see
Table 6). Countries or regions where earlier studies took place include Turkey, Australia,
Canada, Japan, Philippines, and Taiwan. Recent additions include the Arab World, Korea, and
Sweden.
The 149 manuscripts in this study were written by 298 individual authors, with 27
authors writing more than one manuscript and seven authors involved in three or more
manuscripts. Of the 27 authors with multiple manuscripts, there were 12 groups who co-authored
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more than one manuscript, and one person (Charles Graham) who was second author for three
different first authors.
Table 6
Locations of Studies Involving LCI in DALEs Over Time
Years Mentioned
Location
Arab World
Australia
Bahrain
Canada
China
Croatia
France
Gambia
Germany
Greece
Indonesia
Japan
Korea
Malaysia
Mexico
Nepal
Pakistan
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
United Kingdom
USA

Before 2001
1
2

2001-2005 2006-2010 2011-2015 2016-2020
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
3
4
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
7
24
15

The majority of authors included in this study (91%) wrote only one manuscript that
showed up in our database searches. The most prolific author, Yu-Chun Kuo, published six
manuscripts over a seven-year period. Three other authors with multiple publications were co-
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authors with Kuo. The next most manuscripts are from Brenda Cecilia Padilla Rodriguez who
published four manuscripts, three of which were co-authored by the same person.
Discussion
Since their introduction over 30 years ago, Moore’s ideas of transactional distance and
the three types of interaction for distance education have extended to include a variety of
learning situations, including digitally augmented learning experiences. This spread has provided
a foundation for common discourse surrounding interaction types.
Uses of the phrase learner-content interaction in the literature have spread, especially in
the last 15 years, to include a greater variety of disciplines, locations, authors, and journals. The
types of content included in learner-content interaction has also increased from basic text and
hyperlinks to newer types of content and activities. As technology continues to change, new
content types will likely be added that can hopefully make the transactional distance between
instructor and learner smaller and smaller. This could have significant implications for the design
of blended and online learning activities as well as student engagement.
Over time, the variety of definitions of learner-content interaction has increased and
spread to include learners interacting with more types of content. The earliest use of the phrase,
found in a government report referred to “an ‘on-line’ or computer-mediated component
involving student/content interaction at a computer terminal” (Mitzel et al., 1971, p 3). Moore’s
landmark paper (1989) introduced three types of interactions in distance education, learnercontent interaction, learner-learner interaction, and learner-instructor interaction. This shows
how Moore’s ideas have spread to multiple disciplines and locations in the thirty years since they
were proposed. With this growth, the definition and technology used in learner-content
interaction may change, but the core influence of Moore’s work will likely continue.
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Through the years, learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning
experiences has spread in multiple ways, with an increase in the number of manuscripts and a
greater variety of disciplines involved in research. The types of content considered for a learner
to interact with has increased over time, challenging technology integration and design activities
so they adhere to good pedagogical practices. Keeping pedagogy in mind is of the utmost
importance as learner-content interactions change and grow.
Factors Contributing to Results
Because all manuscripts selected for analysis were written in English, it is not surprising
that the majority of the studies described took place in English-speaking locations such as the
United States of America. Because Moore’s (1989) concepts of transactional distance and
interaction types were designed as theories related to distance education, it is unsurprising that a
majority of the studies analyzed were related to education. The great variety of disciplines and
locations of studies indicates how Moore’s ideas have spread through the discourse related to
digitally augmented learning experiences and are now encountered worldwide. Although one
manuscript using the term learner-content interaction was encountered prior to Moore’s
introduction of interaction types in 1989, all other manuscripts analyzed come after that date.
Limitations
This study is limited in its scope because we only analyzed manuscripts written in
English and available as complete documents. A single researcher completed analysis of all but
three manuscripts, and as the categories and subcategories were organically derived from the
manuscripts, different categories and themes might arise from analysis by another researcher.
Because the great variety of disciplines, locations, and content types involved in the
analyzed manuscripts, which included learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning
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experiences, the themes that coalesced from the literature of label, background, measurement and
evaluation, type of action, value, and looking forward, can be applied to digitally augmented
learning experiences in almost any context.
Implications for Future Research
Future research related to learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning
experiences should consider how learner-content interaction is currently being measured.
Looking at the learner-content interaction constructs related to digitally augmented learning
experiences and the measurement tools used will provide an understanding of the effectiveness
of current measurement tools.
Because of the variety of contexts and content types involved in learner-content
interaction in digitally augmented learning experiences, further research should study the
individual themes encountered in the current discourse. Because more forms of learner-learner
and learner-instructor interaction are being remade using new technologies, further research of
the benefits and drawbacks of this movement should be conducted.
Implications for Practitioners
Enhancing the quality of learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning
experiences should be a priority of those creating learning objects. Both creators and consumers
of educational content can use ideas from this study to ensure benefits for students.
Conclusions
The definition of learner-content interaction has maintained fidelity with Moore’s initial
description that it is "the process of intellectually interacting with the content that results in
changes in the learner's understanding, the learner's perspective, or the cognitive structures of the
learner's mind" (1989, p.2) for over 30 years. However, use cases of learner-content interaction
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in digitally augmented learning experiences has spread beyond distance education and text-based
materials to other learning experiences and adaptive technologies. The concept of transaction
types has been adopted in multiple contexts and in settings worldwide. As technology has
changed, learner-content interaction has been linked to an increasing variety of content types.
Current discourse surrounding learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning
environments showed categories of label, background, measurement and evaluation, type of
action, value, and looking forward (see Table 1). The category of labels describes the use of the
term as a research variable or other context where no context was given for the use. Background
includes mentions of Moore’s (1989) transactional distance or list of interaction types,
Anderson’s (2003) Equivalency Theorem, and other related theories. The measurement and
evaluation category included all mentions of how learner-content interaction was evaluated,
measured, or quantified. Type of action included descriptions of specific content learners
interacted with, such as textbooks, online text, discussion boards, simulations, assignments, and
assessments as well as other learner actions. The value category included mentions of student
learning, knowledge construction, and understanding that did not include mention of a specific
learning theory. The looking forward category includes suggestions for researchers and
practitioners surrounding learner-content interaction.
Learner-content interaction is important in digitally augmented learning experiences,
especially as technology continues to change the types of content available for educational use.
Understanding themes and current discourse surrounding learner-content interaction is important
to both creators and consumers of digitally augmented learning experiences.
Instructional designers and educators should consider the importance of learner-content
interaction in selecting which digitally augmented learning experiences to use. Recognizing how
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learners interact with content, it is critical for practitioners to evaluate the quality of learnercontent interaction occurring in each digitally augmented learning experience before presenting
the experience to learners. Recognizing the theories that influence the creation and selection of a
digitally augmented learning experience, practitioners are better prepared to select valuable
opportunities for learners.
The spread of uses of learner-content interaction opens many opportunities for
researchers. With the value of learner-content interactions in education supported by research,
finding ways to improve the quantity and quality of learner-content interaction will positively
impact distance education, blended learning, and other uses of digitally augmented learning
experiences. Finding a way to consistently measure learner-content interaction should be a high
priority for future research.
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Abstract
Distance education theories indicate the importance of learner-content interaction and discuss it
in conjunction with learner-instructor and learner-learner interaction. The measures of learnercontent interaction are inconsistent and often only measure learner-learner and learner-instructor
interaction. Using content analysis, this study examined 107 manuscripts to understand how
learner-content interaction is currently measured to identify what constructs are being considered
and the measurement tools being used. Results report 113 different measurement tools in use,
showing a large variety of measurement items. Most tools were designed for specific cases and
not built upon other relevant tools. A universal learner-content interaction measurement tool
must consider being proactive, having strong pedagogical base, learner agency, motivation, and
engagement, and measure a variety of learning experiences.
Keywords: digitally augmented learning experiences, learner-content interaction,
measuring learner-content interaction
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Introduction
Distance education theories indicate the importance of learner-content interaction and
discuss it in conjunction with learner-instructor and learner-learner interaction (Moore, 1989;
Anderson, 2003). The interaction equivalency theorem states that as long as one of the three
interaction types is strong, “[d]eep and meaningful learning is supported” (Anderson, 2003, p. 4),
but learner-learner and learner-instructor interaction rarely take place without learner-content
interaction (Padilla Rodriguez & Armellini, 2014). Of the three types of interaction, due to the
cost of providing and mediating human-human interaction, learner-content interaction is the
easiest to scale.
As essential as learner-content interaction is to education (Moore, 1989), research
regarding learner-content interaction is limited (Xiao, 2017), measures of learner-content
interaction are inconsistent and, when using older surveys, do not reflect available technology
(Alhih et al., 2017). Some interaction measures do not include specific items related to learnercontent interaction, but only measure learner-learner and learner-instructor interaction (Mehall,
2017). Technological advances have changed how learner-content interaction takes place in
distance education, sometimes replacing learner-instructor and learner-learner interaction with
scalable learner-content interaction (Anderson, 2003) which provides immediate feedback and
personalized learning (Moore, 2019).
As an instructional designer, the first author was asked to help with a project to add
interactions to online high school courses. Before committing resources to this project, the team
wanted to determine the most effective types of interactions to add to improve student
satisfaction and course outcomes. In order to identify appropriate levels of interaction the team
needed a way to measure learner-content interaction in the courses. In hopes of identifying an
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effective measurement tool, the team began the process of identifying current definitions of
learner-content interaction and tools used to measure learner-content interaction in digitally
augmented learning experiences. Digitally augmented learning experiences are situations where
a learner interacts with content delivered through technology and without this technology that
learning experience could not happen.
The team of designers expected to find at least one tool that identified the quality and
quantity of learner-content interaction in a digitally augmented learning experience with a strong
pedagogical base, which could be used to evaluate a variety of learning experiences prior to
exposing students to the interaction. As a former secondary science and math teacher, the first
author expected to see effective education practices embedded in the measurement tool. She
hoped to find a tool for learner-content interaction similar to what Quality Matters (Maryland
Online, 2018) does for learner-learner and learner-instructor interaction.
The purpose of this study was to look closer at how learner-content interaction is
currently measured to help identify what constructs of learner-content interaction are being
considered and the measurement tools used. Identifying strengths and weaknesses of
measurement tools may provide a framework for considering how students interact with content
using new technologies and allow the creation of a design template for an inclusive measurement
tool that can be used with any type of digitally augmented learning experience. An effective
measurement tool can be used by both creators and instructors to evaluate the quality of an
activity prior to student use.
Literature Review
The use and definition of learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning
experiences has changed over time and with changing technologies, which has influenced the
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ways learner-content interaction has been measured. Different constructs of learner-content
interaction have been measured using a variety of measurement tools. Studying the historical
definition and constructs of learner-content interaction and the measurement tools described in
the surrounding literature provides a firm basis to identify strengths and weaknesses in current
measurement tools.
History of Learner-Content Interaction
Moore’s theory of transactional distance (2019), the gap between learner understanding
and instructor goals for student learning, was initially proposed for distance education situations,
but is applicable to other forms of digitally augmented learning experiences. Moore (1989)
described three types of interaction that can decrease transactional distance, or student
misunderstanding. These are learner-instructor, learner-learner, and learner-content interaction.
Learner-content interaction is the essence of education and the non-human interaction between
the learner and the course content. Moore and Kearsley (2011) clarified that learner-content
interaction is how a student gains intellectual information from course materials. Anderson’s
equivalency theorem (2003) explains that as long as one of the interaction types is strong, the
other two are not as critical to ensure deep and meaningful learning takes place. Learner-learner
interaction and learner-instructor interaction rarely occur without some form of learner-content
interaction (Padilla Rodriguez & Armellini, 2014). Learner-content interaction is critical for all
learning, and of the three interaction types is the easiest to scale.
Changing Technologies’ Influence on Measuring Learner-Content Interaction
Historically, learner-content interaction involved a textbook (Anderson, 2003) but with
technological advances, learner-content interaction also includes simulations, presentations, and
computer-assisted instruction (Lin et al., 2017), streaming video and audio, embedded links
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(Marks et al., 2005), interactive homework tools (Morris, 2012), and mixed-reality experiences.
Schulmeister (2003) proposed six levels of interaction for multimedia learning objects based on
the amount of freedom granted to the user, ranging from viewing objects and receiving content at
level 1 to constructing content and receiving intelligent feedback at level 6. Current technology
allows for immediate and personalized feedback (Moore, 2019), previously available only with
one-on-one tutoring. With dynamic and data-rich, technology-mediated learner-content
interaction (Graham et al., 2019), students no longer need to wait for class time or instructor
office hours to receive answers or find out whether they understand the content correctly. Welldesigned learning experiences harness digital power to provide individualized paths to content
mastery, but not all learning experiences are equally well-designed. Effectively comparing
different digitally augmented learning experiences requires an effective means of measuring
learner-content interaction.
Learner-Content Interaction Constructs and Measurement Tools
Learner-content interaction is measured using surveys, data analytics, and content
analysis of interview transcripts, student artifacts, and discussion board posts. Constructs of
learner-content interaction measured include quality, quantity, pedagogy, and instructional
medium. Some measurement tools use surveys and questionnaires to consider the quality of the
learner-content interaction. Chen (2001) defined quality as the degree that learners understand
concepts, theories, and perspectives presented. Ewing (2006) measured learner comparison of
course quality to that of a typical course, while Chang and Smith (2008) based quality on student
satisfaction with the course.
The pedagogical effectiveness of a digitally augmented learning experience in
transferring knowledge is another way of looking at quality. Strachota (2003) designed a
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measure with Likert-scale items indicating how students felt specific course features facilitated
learning which has been used by multiple researchers both as written and with few minor
revisions (Ahn, 2012; Chejlyk, 2006; Featro, 2012; Khan & Iqbal, 2016; Rager, 2016). Byers
(2010) used a similar measurement model directed at facilitating both learning and teaching
science content. Wang et al. (2014) considered how the method of accessing content enhanced
learning.
Data analytics have been used to measure the quantity of different facets of learner
content interaction. Zimmerman (2012) counted time spent on quizzes, quiz scores, time spent
reviewing content, and the final course grade. Borup et al. (2013) used student reported time
doing assignments, readings and other course activities. Jia et al. (2013) summed student scores
in every quiz and exam to obtain an interaction score. Taylor (2014) measured "hits" or opening
a content file as tracked in the learning management system. Barkand (2017) tracked content
access and time spent. Choi and Kim (2018) based learner-content interaction on average login
hours per week.
Measurement Tools in Current Learner-Content Interaction Literature
As critical as learner-content interaction is to learning, it is surprising that learnerinstructor and learner-learner interactions have been frequently researched (Ertmer et al., 2011),
but research regarding learner-content interactions is lacking (Xiao, 2017). Even within existing
literature, learner-content interaction appears to be inconsistently measured, and is almost
exclusively researched in conjunction with learner-learner and learner-instructor interaction.
Measurements of learner-content interactions frequently include fewer individual items than
either learner-learner or learner-instructor interaction when using a survey or questionnaire. For
example, Kuo (2010, 2014) used eight questions to evaluate learner-learner interaction, six for
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learner-instructor interaction, but only four items for learner-content interaction. Fladd (2007)
used eight items for learner-learner interaction, seven items for learner-instructor interaction, and
six items for learner-content interaction, and the items considered learner-content interaction
exclusively asked about how the content was delivered, via internet, email, video/DVD,
telephone, in person, or postal mail.
Methods for measuring learner-content interaction are varied and inconsistent. The most
effective measures are only valid for a specific learning experience. Measurement tools that can
be used with a variety of digitally augmented learning experiences are lacking and no standard
measure is accepted. Mismatches between stated definitions of learner-content interaction and
the measurement items are frequent. For example, Alhih et al. (2017) define learner-content
interaction based on Moore’s (1989) types of interactions, and specifically mention the
importance of media tools used such as discussions, and chats, as well as students’ efforts to
access content, however the measurement tool from Fladd (2007) they used only asks about the
content delivery method, whether by internet, phone, e-mail, video/DVD, in person, or by postal
mail.
Purpose of this Study
Looking at the variety of measurement tools and items can provide a list of recurring
themes and important features for an inclusive measurement tool. Quality measures impact
design decisions and enhance pedagogy. As measures that stress learner-learner and learnerinstructor interaction, such as Quality Matters (2018), have become accepted, design and
development teams have worked to conform to those standards. When a standard for measuring
learner-content interaction is accepted, designers and developers will have a standard to strive
for, which will improve the quality of learner-content interactions in digitally augmented
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learning experiences. This research seeks to find recurring themes and critical features for
measuring learner-content interaction in order to present a design template for a quality,
inclusive learner-content interaction measurement tool. This article will answer the following
questions:
1. How is learner-content interaction currently being measured?
2. What are the strengths of current learner-content interaction measurement tools?
3. What are the weaknesses of current learner-content interaction measurement tools?
Methods
Manuscript Selection
To identify how learner-content interaction (LCI) is currently measured, we used the
search terms “learner-content interaction” and “student-content interaction” in three scholarly
databases, Scopus, EBSCO (using all databases), and ERIC (ProQuest). Both search terms are
used interchangeably in the literature when referring to Moore’s transaction types, requiring the
use of both terms in the database searches. Content items from the search results were obtained
through the university library and through online searches where the full-text items were
available. Database results written in languages other than English, with content unrelated to
digitally augmented learning, or where the search phrase was not included within the article
content were removed from consideration for the study.
Measurement instruments from a sample of 149 manuscripts related to learner-content
interaction in online educational contexts were identified and analyzed. Of these, 107
manuscripts described the measurement tools used. Content item publication dates range from
1998 to 2020 and include 73 articles, four book chapters, 23 dissertations, and seven conference
proceedings. Some manuscripts described more than one tool and a few measurement tools were
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mentioned in multiple manuscripts. A total of 113 unique measurement tools were described. See
Appendix A for the list of manuscripts included in the analysis.
Content Analysis
Content analysis was used to examine the selected manuscripts in order to examine both
the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the measurement tools used (Van Dijk, 2011) and
widen the discussion towards better understanding (Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002). Content
analysis is appropriate when working with a large number of texts that span years or decades
(Deacon et al., 2007) and helps maintain the context of the data (Krippendorff, 2013).
The content analysis process included formulation of a research problem, defining the
literature search criteria, and formulating a strategy for extracting necessary information from the
manuscripts. The preliminary coding identified the measurement tools and, where provided,
individual measurement items used in surveys, rubrics, and interviews. Individual measurement
items were coded further to determine themes or modes.
Manuscript Coding
The 107 manuscripts which described one or more measurement tools used in a study
involving learner-content interaction were selected for analysis. Each measurement tool was
identified by the format or formats used, such as a questionnaire or survey, checklist, rubric,
interview, data analytics, or content analysis. A brief explanation of the instrument was recorded
along with the number of items related to learner-content interaction, where applicable.
From 113 measurement tools identified, 66 included a statement of the number of items
used to measure learner-content interaction or a description of one or more learner-content
interaction items. Of these, 53 included explicit or implicit descriptions of 378 individual
learner-content measurement items. Individual measurement items included for analysis were
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either explicitly stated or implicit described; were identified in the manuscript or easily
recognized as related to learner-content interaction; and include content analysis themes (see
Table 1).
Table 1
Measurement Items Included
Item text

Relation to learner-content interaction (LCI)

Description

Explicit

Identified as LCI item

Described in manuscript or
survey as used to measure
LCI

Explicit

Clearly relates to LCI, no explicit separation
of LCI items from other interaction types

Not specifically identified as
used to measure LCI, but
clearly relates to LCI

Implicit

Described as related to LCI

Specific item text not given,
but described in manuscript
as related to LCI

Implicit

Clearly relates to LCI, no explicit separation
of LCI items from other interaction types

Specific item text not given,
not specifically identified as
used to measure LCI, but
clearly relates to LCI

Explicit

Content analysis themes identified as related
to LCI

Identified in manuscript
as describing LCI

Each learner-content measurement item was identified by item type, such as rubric, Likert, openended, multiple-choice, or content analysis theme. Specific item content was recorded for further
analysis. A distributed sample of 50 items was used to create a codebook with five global codes:
content, nature of interaction, learner activity, purpose, and method (see Table 2 and Appendix
B). Content refers to the specific content mentioned in the measurement item, or the method of
presenting the content. Examples of content include course, app, gradebook, discussion, exam,
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Table 2
Codebook (Simplified)
Global Code

Description

Examples

Content

This code describes the specific content
in the learner-content interaction that is
being referred to by the measurement item,
or the method of presenting the content.
(Note: this might be as general as the course
itself or may be as specific as a specific piece
of content within a course)

All–relates to everything
involved in an interaction
Mobile App– “Using the
mobile application . . .”
3D model– “rotating models”
Course–course, online
classroom, class

Nature of
Interaction

The content identified in the content code is
static, dynamic, or adaptive.
Static content does not change and cannot be
manipulated. Dynamic content can be
manipulated by the user to change one factor,
usually time. Adaptive content changes based
on learner decisions or actions and invites
exploration

Static–images, text
Dynamic–animations,
movies, simple interactions,
discussion boards, forums
Adaptive–simulations,
branching scenarios,
personalized feedback,
complex interactions

Learner Activity Level of learner engagement with the content: Passive–read, watch, view
passive, interactive, or creative.
Interactive – simulation,
Passive is content consumption with little to
games, practice
no engagement. Interactive indicates some
Creative – note-taking,
level of learner choice. Creative engagement
writing, problem solving,
involves the learner actively making something. critical thinking
Purpose

Stated purpose of the interaction or course
content. (Note: this may be implicitly or
explicitly stated)

Access– “…able to access…”
Engage– “…participation…”
Satisfy– “…I would
recommend…”

Method

Taxonomy or approach used, student action,
design method.

Agency– “…responsible for
your own learning…”
Cognitive load– “…interface
was consistent.”
Summative Assessment–
quiz, exam, test

and media. Nature of interaction relates to the degree of interaction available for the user, and
includes static, which cannot be manipulated by the user, dynamic, which allows the user to
change one factor, usually time, and adaptive, where content changes based on learner decisions
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or actions. Learner activity describes whether the learner passively consumes the content, has
some level of choice or interaction related to the content, or actively creates something new
using the content (Kimmons et al., 2020). Purpose is the stated or implicit purpose of the
interaction or course content. Method is the taxonomy, or approach, used or the design method
stated or inferred by the measurement item. The codebook and sample items were peer reviewed
by two experienced researchers prior to coding of the remaining items.
Findings
The manuscripts analyzed described 113 different measurement tools. Of those, 57
included some type of questionnaire or survey, 22 included open-ended questions, 24 involved
some form of data analytics, three had checklists, 21 included Likert-scale items, four involved a
rubric, four included an analysis of learner artifacts, and six included content analysis.
Types of Measurement Tools
Of the 113 measurement tools, 107 require learner contact with content before the tool
can be used, and six can be used to evaluate content before learner contact with the content. Of
the measurement tools which can be used prior to learner contact with content, three use a count
of items within a learning management system and three are checklists. Two of the checklists
appear in the same manuscript and relate to intrinsic pedagogy. One of the checklists is a generic
checklist and the other is specific to the content described in the manuscript.
Of the 113 measurement tools identified, only four were referenced in more than one
manuscript. The tool used by Fladd (2007) was also used by Alhil, et al. (2017). This tool has six
items identified as relating to learner-content interaction, and each item begins with “I receive
instructional materials and course information by…” (Fladd, 2007, p. 167) and then states a
possible delivery method. The measurement tool used in Daud et al. (2017) and Yusoff et al.
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(2017) used a 9-point Likert-scale to evaluate four of 12 gamification elements identified to be
related to learner-content interaction, virtual goods, Wally games, memory games, and check
points. Kuo (2010) included four learner-content interaction measurement items asking learners
to evaluate ease of access to content, and the effectiveness of the online course material in
helping the learner understand course content, stimulate interest in the course, and relate personal
experience to new content. This measurement tool was used in five other manuscripts, two of
those with Kuo as the lead author.
The measurement tool used by the greatest number and variety of authors was first used
by Strachota (2003). This tool has seven items related to learner-content interaction which use a
four-point Likert scale. Five of these items evaluate the impact on learning by a specific type of
course content, such as documents, linked websites, assignments, quizzes, and learning activities.
The remaining items relate to written communication skills and critical thinking.
The analyzed manuscripts included 378 learner-content measurement items. Of those
items identified in the manuscripts as learner-content items, 29 had as much or more to do with
learner-learner interaction and/or learner-instructor interaction than learner-content interaction.
The 378 individual learner-content items included 203 Likert-scale items, 65 checklist
items, 38 open-ended items, 33 items related to learning management system functions, 16
multiple-choice items, eight content analysis items, six rubric items, five rank order items, and
four grid items, which had rows and columns with one column selected for each row.
Categories
Each measurement item was coded for content, nature of interaction, learner activity,
purpose, and method. Types of content describes the specific content in the learner-content
interaction that is being referred to by the measurement item, or the method of presenting the
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content. The type of content might be as general as the course itself or may be as specific as a
particular piece of content within a course. Table 3 lists the content types identified within the
measurement items and the number of each content type found in the 378 measurement items.
Where a specific type of content was listed in the measurement item, the nature of learner
interaction with the content was coded as static, dynamic, or adaptive. Static content does not
change and cannot be manipulated, such as text or images. Dynamic content can be manipulated
by the user to change one factor, usually time, such as videos, animations, or simple interactions.
Adaptive content changes based on learner decisions or actions and invites exploration.
Examples of adaptive content include simulations, branching scenarios, personalized feedback,
complex interactions. Of the 378 measurement items, 201 identified a type of content with
sufficient precision to allow for a determination of the nature of learner interaction. Static
content was listed in 31 of the measurement items, 131 items involved dynamic content, and 39
items specified content considered adaptive.
Learner activity described in the individual learner-content measurement items were divided into
passive, interactive or creative. Passive involved consuming content such as reading, watching,
and listening. Interactive allowed learners to choose options beyond simple navigation. Creative
activity required learners to make something new, including writing. Of the 378 measurement
items, 205 fit into the passive category, 105 were interactive, and 68 involved creative actions.
Table 4 shows the intersection of the nature of learner interaction and learner activity categories.
Each measurement item was coded based on the purpose of the interaction or course
content, which may be implicitly or explicitly stated. Table 5 shows the categories that evolved
through the coding process along with the number of measurement items in each category and
one or more examples of the text in a measurement item for that category.
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Table 3
Types of Content
Count

Sub-category

Examples

9

3D model

model of human body

22

activities

games, special events, sweepstakes

54

all

complete interaction, excluding course

10

assessment

quiz, test, exam, checkpoint

9

assignments

graded assignment, learning activities

20

content

course content, learning content, content

47

course

class, online classroom, course

1

current data

up-to-date data

18

discussions

blog, wiki, discussion board, posts

9

feedback

online help, personal feedback

1

incentive

virtual goods

1

instructor interaction

learner-instructor interaction

5

lecture

streaming lectures, listening to lectures

12

lessons

interactive modules, lesson, unit

10

links

hyperlinks, links to websites or related material

44

materials

reference, resources, materials

21

media

animation, video, virtual classroom

15

mobile app

mobile application

7

multiple content types listed

two+ content types listed in one measurement item

5

objectives

course objectives, learning objectives, expectations

3

peer interaction

peer review, learner-learner interaction

4

requirements

course requirements, rubric

3

scenarios

real-life topics, scenarios, problem solving

5

simulations

simulation

13

study helps

study guide, lecture outline, learning record

18

technology

tablet, interface, internet

12

text

readings, jokes, FAQs
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Table 4
Intersection of Nature of Learner Interaction and Learner Activity
Nature of Learner Interactions

Static

Dynamic

Adaptive

Unclear

Passive

25

59

12

112

Interactive

3

56

18

25

Creative

2

22

18

26

Learner Activity

Table 5
Purpose of Interaction
Count

Sub-category

Examples

42

access

"…able to access…"

19

assess

"…test…", "…quiz…", "…points…"

65

engage

"…user contribution…", "…spend more time…"

learn

"...facilitated my learning"

9

logistics

"…well organized…", "…[technology] did not work…"

28

motivate

"...I am encouraged...", "…stimulate my interest…"

plan

"Planning: …"

relevance

"Real world application,", "…can be applied outside the course."

5

retain

"…helps my retention…"

7

satisfy

"…I would recommend…"

7

teach

"…facilitates teaching…to my students."

understand

"…degree that learners understand content…"

154

4
21

17

The taxonomy or approach used in the content or the design method described in the
measurement items were coded in the method category. Table 6 lists the sub-categories and the
number of measurement items that matched each.
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Table 6
Method
Count

Sub-category

Examples

11

agency

"…responsible for your own learning…"

13

attention

"…stimulated my curiosity.", "…games…"

12

clear expectations

"…according to the objectives.", "…due dates…"

7

cognitive load

"…well organized…", "…interface was consistent."

2

current content

"…up to date.", "...accurate data."

12

feedback

"…immediate feedback…", "…online help…"

10

formative assessment

homework, activity, project, practice

frequency

"How often did you…"

13

individualized

"meet each individual learner's needs", "…tailored…"

62

interaction

"…level of interactivity…", "…participation…"

23

model

simulation, model, "…visualize…"

89

present content

"…course documents…", "…read…", "…links…"

8

problem solving

"…explore problems…", "…critical thinking…"

real-world application

"…practical content…", "…applied in practice…"

9

reflective cognition

"…thinking deeply…", "…reflections on the topics…"

4

relationships

"…how the change in each…affects…"

14

satisfaction

"…strengths and/or weaknesses…", "…quality compare…"

20

self-efficacy

"…success of all students…", "...facilitated my..."

summative assessment

quiz, exam, test

technology

"…mobile app…", “…tablet…”

time

"…spend more time…"

written communication

"…user contribution…", "…forum…", "…discussion…"

5

20

5
14
7
18

Discussion
Almost every manuscript analyzed in this study used one or more unique measures of
learner-content interaction, resulting in a great variety of measurement tools and individual
measurement items. Many of the measurement tools appear to have been designed for the
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particular use case rather than built upon other relevant tools. Since only four tools were reused
in other manuscripts (less than 4%), there is little coherence among the various measurement
tools or among measurement items. This lack of coherence leaves a fractionated discourse
surrounding measuring learner-content interaction, with each conversant positing a stance with
minimal regard to related conversations.
A large number of measurement items involved content types related to an entire course
or a complete learning experience (count = 101, 27%). The remaining items identified 25
different content types. This variety of types of content involved indicates a lack of coherence in
the discourse surrounding learner-content interaction. A similar fractionation is encountered in
the variety and dispersion in the methods sub-categories.
The variety of subcategories in content type also reveal a large range of instructional
media used for content delivery. A universal measurement tool will need to be flexible enough to
allow for this variety of content media and be robust enough to adapt to new technologies as they
arise. As the types of content have moved from text (v) to the variety shown in this study,
specific content types should not be listed in a measurement tool that will be used for multiple
digitally augmented learning experiences.
As there are many layers of possible interaction in digitally augmented learning
experiences, a learner-content interaction measurement tool should provide a way to evaluate the
dynamic, data-rich (Graham et al., 2019) content types available today. With the personalized
options available in current digitally augmented learning experiences, any measurement tool that
does not consider personalized feedback and individualized learning paths is missing essential
details. Measurement tools using data analytics provide a large number of data points which
assist in developing a crisper picture of how learners interact with technology in a digitally
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augmented learning experience. The data provided should be used to improve the next iteration
of the learning experience.
Atanasov and Ivanova’s (2019) Framework for Measurement of Interactivity uses a
variety of measures to indicate the level of interaction, which can be mapped to nature of
interaction sub-categories of static, dynamic, and adaptive. The details of this measurement tool
give a level of precision beyond what is needed for an online course but provides a valuable
example to draw from for a universal learner-content interaction measurement tool.
Similar to Schulmeister’s six levels (2003), the three sub-categories of learner activity,
passive, interactive, and creative (Kimmons et al., 2020), describe levels of learner-content
interaction. Learner freedom within a digitally augmented learning experience and the amount of
feedback relative to learner choices are important considerations for a learner-content interaction
measurement tool. No single measurement tool evaluated in this study provides sufficient
measurement of learner agency for use with a variety of digitally augmented learning
experiences.
As learner-content interaction is to gain intellectual information (Moore & Kearsley,
2011), the number of measurement items with a purpose unrelated to learning, such as access
(count = 42, 11%) or logistics (count = 9, 2%) makes sense. A universal measurement tool must
include a strong pedagogical base because the purpose of any digitally augmented learning
experience is learning.
Another category that reflects the need for a strong pedagogical base for a measurement
tool is method. Because learner-content interaction is essential to education (Moore, 1989) and
given the variety of methods included in the measurement items evaluated for this study, any
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measurement tool of learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning experiences must
include facets of pedagogical influence.
Strengths and Weaknesses
Current learner-content interaction measurement tools include many essential elements
for evaluating digitally augmented learning experiences, such as a base of pedagogy and
considerations of learner motivation, the amount of learner freedom, and learner engagement
with content. Three of the reactive measurement tools include items that cover important
pedagogical concepts for measuring learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning
experiences.
Byers (2010) used measurement items which deal with a variety of important facets of
learner-content interaction, including engagement, pedagogy, and retention. Another strength of
the measurement items used by Byers is the application to multiple disparate parts of a science
education methods course including hands on activities, a simulation, personal feedback,
interactive reference materials, and a resource describing the pedagogical implications of the
science content and teaching methods.
The measurement items used by Hedaya and Collins (1999) focus on meeting the needs
of individual students in an interactive module teaching pharmakinetics. Items measure the
prioritization of building confidence, taking responsibility for one’s own learning, working at the
learner’s pace and convenience, and success for all.
Saadatmand et al. (2017) described using problems and scenarios in an open online
professional development course. The learner-content interaction measurement items evaluate
learner engagement in the problem-solving process, reflection on learning and the application of
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skills and understanding to practice. Motivation to explore contents and problems posed in the
course was also measured.
However, no single measurement tool evaluated meets the needs of the project that
instigated this study. The measurement tools do not always align with the stated definitions of
learner-content interaction in the manuscript. For example, Gameel defines learner-content
interaction as essential to education because it “changes and improves the learners’
understanding and ability” (2017, p. 100) but measured ability to access content after the
conclusion of the course and personal responsibility for learning in terms of both importance to
the learner and learner satisfaction. The majority of the measurement tools evaluated (94.7%) are
reactive, only able to be applied after the digitally augmented learning experience is used with
learners. Of the few that could be used prior to learner contact with the digitally augmented
learning experience, none were flexible enough to be used with a variety of learning experiences
as currently written while providing sufficient information to meet the requirements of the
project that motivated this study.
Essential Characteristics
Based on the project requirements and this content analysis, essential characteristics of a
universal learner-content interaction measurement tool include that it must
•

be proactive, able to be used before learner use the evaluated digitally augmented
learning experience,

•

have a strong pedagogical base,

•

consider learner agency, motivation, and engagement, and

•

be useful to measure a variety of learning experiences.
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None of the measurement tools evaluated in this study met all of these essential
characteristics, however, the results of this content analysis can be used to guide the development
of a universal learner-content interaction measurement tool.
Conclusion
Imagine a room with over one hundred people attempting to discuss measurement of
learner-content interaction. In each of the four corners there is a small group of between two and
six sharing conversations. The remaining ninety plus people stand separated from each other,
without making eye contact, and speaking aloud. The cacophony of sound produced in such a
situation is similar to the current discourse surrounding measuring learner-content interaction.
There is much discourse, but it seems that very few are listening to others or attempting to build
on the ideas and expand the conversation in a coherent fashion. The conversations are
individualistic, not carrying beyond the participants’ immediate consorts, and definitely not
reaching the other side of the room.
The lack of learner-content research indicates gaps in the foundation of discourse
surrounding measuring learner-content interaction. Continued research is required to move the
conversation forward. The variety of learner-content interaction measurement tools and the lack
of coherence in measurement items, as seen in the content type and methods categories, indicate
a fractionated discourse surrounding measuring learner-content interaction. Further research
should be conducted with the aim of focusing the discourse and bringing disparate conversations
together to share meaning and move the discussion forward.
The project motivating this study requires a learner-content interaction measurement tool
usable prior to learner contact with a digitally augmented learning experience. This content
analysis found the importance of a strong pedagogical base with considerations of learner
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agency, motivation, and engagement. No single measurement tool encountered in this study
meets the requirements of the project as well as including the essential characteristics gleaned
from this analysis.
Current learner-content interaction measurement tools from these articles were analyzed
to obtain a clear picture of available tools. Discussion of the types of available measurement
tools and the variety of measurement strategies found enhances understanding of learner-content
interaction. Evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of each type of measurement tool provides
a framework for determining essential characteristics for an effective method to measure learnercontent interaction in online educational contexts.
Creation of a new measurement tool that incorporates critical features gleaned from this
content analysis should help bring coherence to the discussions about measuring learner-content
interaction in digitally augmented learning experiences. The new tool must be flexible and
proactive, and must include pedagogical considerations such as learner autonomy, cognitive
engagement, motivation, and quality feedback.
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Appendix B: Codebook
Global
Code
Content

Description

Sub-categories

Examples/Descriptions

This code describes the
specific content in the learnercontent interaction that is
being referred to by the
measurement item, or the
method of presenting the
content. (Note: this might be
as general as the course itself
or may be as specific as a
specific piece of content within
a course)

3D model
activities

“rotating models”
games, special events,
sweepstakes
relates to everything
involved in an interaction
quiz, test, exam, checkpoint
graded assignment, learning
activities
course content, learning
content, content
course, online classroom,
class
up-to-date data
blog, wiki, discussion board,
posts
online help, personal
feedback
virtual goods
learner-instructor interaction

all
assessment
assignments
content
course
current data
discussions
feedback
incentive
instructor
interaction
lecture

streaming lectures, listening
to lectures
lessons
interactive modules, lesson
links
hyperlinks, links to websites
or related material
materials
reference, resources,
materials
media
animation, video, virtual
classroom
mobile app
“Using the mobile
application”
multiple content two+ content types listed in
types listed
one measurement item
objectives
course objectives, learning
objectives, expectations
peer interaction peer review, learner-learner
interaction
requirements
course requirements, rubric
scenarios
real-life topics, scenarios,
problem solving
simulations
simulation
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Sub-categories

Examples/Descriptions

study helps

study guide, lecture outline,
learning record
tablet, interface, internet
readings, jokes, FAQs
images, text
animations, movies, simple
interactions, discussion
boards, forums
simulations, branching
scenarios, personalized
feedback, complex
interactions

technology
text
Nature of The content identified in the
static
Interaction content code is static, dynamic, dynamic
or adaptive. Static content does
not change and cannot be
manipulated. Dynamic content adaptive
can be manipulated by the user
to change one factor, usually
time. Adaptive content
changes based on learner
decisions or actions and invites
exploration
Learner
Level of learner engagement
passive
Activity
with the content: passive,
interactive
interactive, or creative. Passive creative
is content consumption with
little to no engagement.
Interactive indicates some
level of learner choice.
Creative engagement involves
the learner actively making
something.
Purpose
Stated purpose of the
access
interaction or course content.
assess
(Note: this may be implicitly
or explicitly stated)
engage
learn
logistics
motivate
plan
relevance
retain
satisfy

read, watch, view
simulation, games, practice
note-taking, writing, problem
solving, critical thinking

“…able to access…”
“…test…”, “…quiz…”,
“…points…”
“…participation…”, “…user
contribution…”, “…spend
more time…”
“...facilitated my learning”
“…well organized…”,
“…[technology] did not
work…”
“...I am encouraged...”,
“…stimulate my interest…”
“Planning: …”
“Real world application…”,
“…can be applied outside the
course.”
“…helps my retention…”
“…I would recommend…”
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student action, design method.

Sub-categories
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Examples/Descriptions

“…facilitates teaching…to
my students.”
understand
“…degree that learners
understand content…”
agency
“…responsible for your own
learning…”
attention
“…stimulated my
curiosity.”, “…games…”
clear
“…according to the
expectations
objectives.”, “…due
dates…”
cognitive load
“…interface was consistent.”
current content “…up to date.”, “...accurate
data.”
feedback
“…immediate feedback…”,
“…online help…”
formative
homework, activity, project,
assessment
practice
frequency
“How often did you…”
individualized
“…meet each individual
learner's needs”,
“…tailored…”
interaction
“…level of interactivity…”,
“…participation…”
model
simulation, model,
“…visualize…”
present content “…course documents…”,
“…read…”, “…links…”
problem solving “…explore problems…”,
“…critical thinking…”
real-world
“…practical content…”,
application
“…applied in practice…”
reflective
“…thinking deeply…”,
cognition
“…reflections on the
topics…”
relationships
“…how the change in
each…affects…”
satisfaction
“…strengths and/or
weaknesses…”, “…quality
compare…”
self-efficacy
“...facilitated my...”
summative
quiz, exam, test
assessment
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Sub-categories

Examples/Descriptions

technology

“…mobile app…”,
“…tablet…”
“…spend more time…”
“…user contribution…”,
“…forum…”,
“…discussion…”

time
written
communication
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Abstract

This article describes the design and content validation of a flexible interactivity measurement
tool for learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning experiences, such as online
courses and other educational applications. The CARE measurement tool is a value-added
checklist with four categories, connection, adaptability, response, and engagement, each with
five measurement items. The tool is aligned to multiple levels of interactivity scales, learning
theories, and technology integration theories, and underwent several iterations of feedback from
experts and revisions based on their suggestions. An expert panel provided further content
validation by using the CARE interactivity measurement tool to evaluate a variety of digitally
augmented learning experiences and completing an online survey. Results of the survey show the
categories and individual measurement items meet the threshold criteria set for clarity and
discreteness. The survey also showed there is a need for training to be developed as well as
improvements made to support materials.
Keywords: digitally augmented learning experiences, learner-content interaction;
measuring learner-content interaction; measurement tool design; content validation
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Introduction

Comparing learner-content interaction across a variety of digitally augmented learning
experiences has previously been difficult. Digitally augmented learning experiences (DALEs)
are situations where a computer is used to provide or enhance an educational opportunity, such
as online learning, mobile educational apps, and educational virtual reality experiences.
Researchers have used many different tools to measure learner-content interaction. Each tool has
strengths and weaknesses, and no single tool can be effectively used in a variety of contexts to
provide sufficient information prior to being used with learners to allow stakeholders to easily
compare educational products when making implementation decisions. Content providers also
need a way to measure learner-content interaction when deciding how to improve their products.
A quality, comprehensive tool to measure learner-content interaction in multiple distance online
educational contexts is needed to provide researchers, content providers, and educational
stakeholders with critical information.
Patwardhan and Murthy (2015) explained the importance of effectively measuring
learner-content interaction to determine learner mental engagement and see whether the learner
takes a passive to an active role in their learning. To provide needed information to researchers,
content providers, and educational stakeholders, an effective learner-content interaction tool
must be easy to use and applicable to a variety of digitally augmented learning experiences. To
be useful, the tool must provide information users care about such as amount of learner control
over content provided, level of thought required based on Bloom’s taxonomy (Bloom, 1956) or
Webb’s depth of knowledge (Webb, 1997), the immediacy and quality of feedback provided, and
opportunity for the learner to make a personal connection with the content, instructor,
community, and the world.
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Based on compiled information from 113 tools used by researchers between 1998 and
2020 to measure learner-content interaction, a new learner-content interaction measurement tool
was created. Items fitting within one of the essential categories of learner autonomy, level of
thought, feedback quality and speed, and personal connection were evaluated for effectiveness
and category fit. After soliciting expert feedback, existing items were edited, categories
condensed, and new items following the format and techniques of the most effective and reliable
items from the measurement tools studied, various levels of interactivity scales, and educational,
psychological, and technology integration theories were created.
Literature Review
Reviewing tools used by others to measure learner-content interaction and theories
related to educational interactions provide the essential characteristics of an effective
measurement tool. We reviewed the results of a content analysis of learner-content interaction
measurement tools and identified important features for a new tool. Next, we looked at levels of
interaction scales for common features to consider for a new learner-content interaction
measurement tool. Requirements for educational interactions also provided essential
characteristics for the tool. Then we considered how education and psychological theories can
inform the measurement tool design. And finally, we saw how technology integration theories
provide guidance for the design of a new measurement tool.
Current Measurement Tools
A content analysis of 149 manuscripts related to learner-content interaction in digitally
augmented learning experiences included 107 which described a method for measuring learnercontent interaction. In these manuscripts, 113 different tools for measuring learner-content
interaction were described. Of the 113 tools described, four were used in more than one
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manuscript. The tool used in Fladd (2007) and used in Alhih et al. (2017), identified seven items
as relating to learner-content interaction, however, all seven items only evaluated the method of
accessing content, whether by mail, in person, by phone, by email, and so forth. The
measurement tool described in Daud et al. (2017) and Yusoff et al. (2017) included four learnercontent measurement items related to specific types of content in the digitally augmented
learning experience described in the manuscripts.
The Online Satisfaction Instrument described by Strachota (2003) included seven learnercontent interaction measurement items in a 27-item survey and was used in five other
manuscripts (Chejlyk, 2006; Ekwunife-Orakwue & Teng, 2014; Featro, 2012; Khan & Iqbal,
2016; Rager, 2016). Six of the items evaluated how specific types of content facilitated learning,
including two that mentioned critical thinking and problem-solving skills. The remaining item
evaluated improvement of written communication skills. A modified version of this tool was
used by Ahn (2012).
Kuo (2010) introduced a measurement tool which was used in six other manuscripts
(Alqurashi, 2017; Alqurashi, 2019; Kuo, Walker, et al., 2014; Kuo & Belland, 2016; Zhang &
Lin, 2020) and modified and used by Kuo, Belland, et al. (2014). The same tool, or a modified
version was likely used in studies described in two other manuscripts, but the measurement items
were not specifically described in those manuscripts (Kuo et al., 2013; Kuo, 2014). The
measurement items from these manuscripts include measures of content understanding, course
interest, personal connection, ease of access to content, time spent, and use of supplemental
resources. None of these measurement tools met the criterion of being useable with a variety of
digitally augmented learning experiences and being proactive, or usable prior to learner
engagement with the content.
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Six of the measurement tools could be used proactively. Two were versions of an
intrinsic pedagogical value checklist and were included in the same manuscript (Anane et al.,
2008). One was a more general form, and the other was designed for a specific digitally
augmented learning experience. The more general checklist was not formatted for ease of use but
included important pedagogical constructs. A Framework for Measuring Interactivity (Atanasov
& Ivanova, 2019) includes low, medium, and high levels of interactivity, but deals only with
possible user actions without reference to pedagogy. The three remaining proactive tools count
content items within a learning management system (Marks et al., 2005; Quadir et al., 2019;
Teasley et al., 2010).
None of the measurement tools involved in the content analysis met the requirements of
being flexible and proactive as well as having a strong pedagogical base. Critical components
that recurred in the measurement tools analyzed include rich feedback, learner autonomy, and
cognitive engagement with the content.
Levels of Interaction Constructs
Evaluating interactivity in digitally augmented learning experiences has been considered
for many years by multiple researchers. Jonassen (1985) described six levels of interactivity: (a)
modality which includes visual, auditory, and tactile input and responses; (b) task analysis at the
task level which requires considering whether learners are asked to simply remember content or
to use the content in some way; (c) task analysis at the content level, where the type of content
being processed and the necessary type of knowledge construction required; (d) level of
processing represented in learner responses; (e) the type of interactive program, such as drilland-practice, simulation, or other type; and (f) the level of intelligent design, or the adaptive
capabilities of the chosen technology. He also discussed external adaptations that relate to design
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of digitally augmented learning experiences, including learner control of instruction,
accommodating to learner characteristics, diagnosing prior to learning, and branching on
performance.
Schwier (1992) looked at levels, functions, and transactions involved in interactions in
digitally augmented learning experiences. He identified three levels of interaction: reactive or
response to stimuli; proactive, which involves learner generation of unique constructions and
elaborations; and mutual, where the multimedia systems adapt and learn from the user while the
user learns from the system. He described the functions of interactions as (a) confirmation,
verifying learning has taken place; (b) pacing, control over timing of the content encounter; (c)
navigation, the facilitation or restriction of access to content by the learner; (d) inquiry, the
ability of users to construct personal pathways through the content; and (e) elaboration, the
opportunity for learners to combine new content with previous knowledge in unique ways. He
combined the levels and functions in a grid, providing fifteen distinct combinations and gave
examples of each. An example of mutual navigation was “System advises learner about patterns
of choices being made during instruction” (p. 4). In discussing the implication of this combining
of levels and functions of interactions, Schwier considered the parts of a interaction that learners
may control, including the content of instruction, the context for learning, the presentation
method of the content, the provision of optional content, the sequence of material to be learned,
the amount of practice, the level of difficulty, and the level of advisement.
Eleven levels of interactivity were identified by Sims (1997): (a) object interactivity, the
response to a click or other selection method; (b) linear interactivity, navigating forward and
back on a predetermined path; (c) hierarchical interactivity, selecting from a predetermined set of
options, such as in a menu; (d) support interactivity, user help or tutorial; (e) update interactivity,
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conditional response or personalization; (f) construct interactivity, simulation of real-world
situations, including differentiation of learning; (g) reflective interactivity, user comparison of
user’s response to a correct response; (h) simulation interactivity, user manipulates multiple
selections; (i) hyperlinked interactivity, linked information, (j) non-immersive contextual
interactivity, virtual environments and microworld models; and (k) immersive virtual
interactivity, computer-generated world and virtual reality. He explained that “our challenge is to
make the best use of the technology, not to replicate human behavior and communication, but to
enhance human-computer communications” (pp. 169-170).
Aldrich et al. (1998) worked with a panel of educators to design a measure of
interactivity that could be used with a variety of subjects. With this measure, they compared
content provided on compact disk using four dimensions of interactivity: (a) visibility and
accessibility, visualize and access content in different ways; (b) manipulability and
annotatability, construct content and make notes; (c) creativity and combinability, combining
media to make new content; and (d) experimentation and testing, run simulations and build
models.
The United States Department of Defense (2001) identified four levels of interactivity to
consider when designing interactive media instruction: (a) passive, the student receives
instruction; (b) limited participation, simple responses to instructional cues; (c) complex
participation, variety of responses with varied techniques; and (d) real-time participation, direct
involvement in life-like responses to complex cues. These guidelines are provided to contractors
developing educational resources for the department.
Sims (2003) analyzed survey responses about expectations for interactions in online and
flexible learning environments, and identified six major nodes of (a) engagement, allowing the
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learner to be actively involved with the material; (b) control, including choice, navigation, and
the ability to select learning direction; (c) communication, such as feedback, input, and processes
that allow the learner to interact in a two-way process; (d) design, especially flexibility in the
environment and interactive options; (e) the individual, catering to and adapting for the needs of
each learner; and (f) learning, or the educational aspect of the interaction. Consistent with
conditions of interactivity, these themes aligned with five major research areas related to
interactivity, educational psychology, interactivity research, human-computer interaction,
communication, and design.
In 2003, Schulmeister proposed a taxonomy of multimedia components for the metadata
type interactivity with the goal of providing a framework that would gain international
acceptance. The taxonomy has six levels, level I: viewing objects and receiving, automatic
program execution where there is no interactivity, just passive reception of information; level II:
watching and receiving multiple representations, multiple optional program executions with
limited interaction and the same content displayed in multiple ways; level III: varying the form
of representation, representation variation by program manipulation such as rotating, zooming, or
scaling, along with virtual reality movies that allow manipulation of the form of representation,
but not the content; level IV: manipulating the component content, variation through changing
parameters or data where users can generate new representations to visualize relationships within
set parameters; level V: constructing the object or representation contents, constructing objects
and generating processes where tools allow users to visualize thoughts, create mind maps, or
build models; level VI: constructing the object or contents of the representation and receiving
intelligent feedback from the system through manipulative action, processes and programs with
feedback where users manipulate objects and the program reacts with meaningful actions.
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To compare degree of interaction to levels of learning, Patwardhan and Murthy (2015)
considered four levels of interaction: (a) non-interactive visualization, or still image; (b)
animation, with play, pause and stop controls only; (c) simulation, with single or multiple
transformation options; and (d) interactivity-enriched visualization, which included both
productively constrained variable manipulation and permutative variable manipulation.
Atanasov and Ivanova (2019) developed a framework for measurement of interactivity
involving weighted values for low, middle, and high levels of interaction. Low levels of
interaction include the ability for the user to translate the position of 3D objects; manipulate
object attributes, such as color, size, shape, and amount; textual and visual hyperlinks; and the
ability to manipulate a document by scrolling, paging up and down; cross referencing; and
textual and visual hints. Middle levels of interaction include visual, such as image, video, and
animation; audio, such as sound, speech, and music; and user interface components, such as
desktop and mobile options. High levels of interactivity include tactile, such as augmented and
virtual reality; contactless and contact haptics; wired and wireless sensors; and contact and
contactless neural computers. Individual items in the low level of interactivity have weighted
scores between one and two. Weighted scores of middle level of interactivity items are 10, 20, or
30. High level of interactivity items have scores of 40, 50 or 60. One goal of this framework is to
provide an intelligent approach for selecting instructional media.
In a discussion of blended learning, Graham et al. (2019) identified a range of digital
content interaction from static and data poor, such as videos and static websites, to dynamic and
data rich, such as simulations and personalized, adaptive software. They also listed six
dimensions of personalization available in technology-mediated interaction: (a) goals, what to
learn; (b) time, when to learn; (c) place, where to learn and with whom; (d) pace, how fast or
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slow to move through the learning; (e) path, how to progress through learning activities; and (f)
methods, instructional strategies.
Common features within the levels of interactions scales include measures of learner
autonomy, cognitive engagement, and type of interaction (see Table 1). The amount and quality
of feedback provided to the learner was also included in most of these scales.
Requirements for Educational Interactions
Merging theories from instructional design and web-based design, Janicki and Leigle
(2001) used five requirements for quality web-based learning: clear definition of learning
objectives, clear definition of prerequisite knowledge, variety of learning styles, learner control
of pace and direction of instruction, and testing and feedback.
Reichert and Hartman (2004) identified five criteria for educational interactions,
including that the educational interaction should be based on fundamental ideas; incorporate
different cognitive levels; have a high degree of interactivity based on Schulmeister’s levels;
include implicit, explicit, and differentiated feedback; and include visualization and usability.
Both lists of requirements for educational interactions included learner autonomy and
feedback. Cognitive engagement and connection to prerequisite knowledge were each mentioned
in one of the lists.
Educational and Psychological Theories
Multiple learning theories relate to digitally augmented learning experiences. Bloom’s
taxonomy (Bloom, 1956) details six levels of learner cognitive engagement: knowledge or
remember, comprehension or understand, application, analysis, synthesis or create, and
evaluation. Knowledge is the lowest level and involves recalling or recognizing content.
Comprehension refers to a level of understanding where the learner can make use of content
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Table 1
Common Features of Levels of Interactions Scales
Connection
Jonassen
Schwier, functions
Schwier, levels
Schwier, learner controls
Sims, 1997
Aldrich
US Department of Defense
Sims, 2003
Schulmeister
Patwardhan and Murthy
Atanasov and Ivanova
Graham et al.

a, b, c
a, b, c, d, e
a, b, c
b
g
a, c
c, d, f

b, c

Adaptability
(learner
autonomy, type
of interaction)
e
b, c, d, e
a, b, c
a, b, c, d, e, f, g
b, f, i
b, e
b, c, d
b, d, f
II, III, IV, V
b, c, d
a, b, c
d, e, f

Response
(feedback)
f
a, d, e
a, b, c
h
c, d, e, h
a
b, c, d
d, e, f
II, VI
b
a

Engagement
(cognitive
engagement)
d
a, b, d, e
a, b, c
a, j, k
a, b, c, d
a, b, c, d
a, d, f
I, II, III, IV, V
a, d
a, b, c

Jonassen (1985): (a) modality, (b) task analysis at the task level, (c) task analysis at the content level, (d) level of processing, (e)
type of interactive program, and (f) the level of intelligent design.
Schwier (1992): functions of interactions (a) confirmation, (b) pacing, (c) navigation, (d) inquiry, and (e) elaboration. Levels of
interaction (a) reactive, (b) proactive, and (c) mutual. Learners control (a) content of instruction, (b) context for
learning, (c) presentation method, (d) provision of optional content, (e) sequence of material to be learned, (f) amount
of practice, (g) level of difficulty, and (h) level of advisement.
Sims (1997): (a) object interactivity, (b) linear interactivity, (c) hierarchical interactivity, (d) support interactivity (e) update
interactivity, (f) construct interactivity, (g) reflective interactivity, (h) simulation interactivity, (i) hyperlinked
interactivity, (j) non-immersive contextual interactivity, and (k) immersive virtual interactivity.
Aldrich et al. (1998): (a) visibility and accessibility, (b) manipulability and annotatability, (c) creativity and combinability, and
(d) experimentation and testing
US Department of Defense (2001): (a) passive, (b) limited participation, (c) complex participation, and (d) real-time participation.
Sims (2003): (a) engagement, (b) control, (c) communication, (d) design, (e) the individual, and (f) learning.
Schulmeister (2003): (I) automatic program execution, (II) multiple optional program executions, (III) representation variation by
program manipulation, (IV) variation through changing parameters or data, (V) constructing objects and generating
processes, (VI) processes and programs with feedback.
Patwardhan and Murthy (2015): (a) non-interactive visualization, (b) animation, (c) simulation, and (d) interactivity-enriched
visualization,
Atanasov and Ivanova (2019): (a) low, (b) middle, and (c) high levels of interaction.
Graham et al. (2019): (a) goals, (b) time, (c) place, (d) pace, (e) path, and (f) methods.

knowledge but may not be able to relate it to other material. Application is the use of abstractions
of the content in both particular and concrete situations. Analysis relates to breaking down into
constituent parts to clarify hierarchy and relationships between ideas. Synthesis, more recently
renamed create, involves putting elements and parts together to create a whole. Evaluation is
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making value judgments about materials and methods. Higher levels of cognitive engagement
provide deeper learning.
Webb’s depth of knowledge (Webb, 1997) includes four levels of cognitive engagement:
recall and reproduction, skills and concepts, short-term strategic thinking, and extended thinking.
Recall and reproduction usually involves dealing with facts, terms, simple procedures, and
formulas. Skills and concepts require students to go beyond a description of recalled information
to explanations of results and ability to use information in a new context. Short-term strategic
thinking includes solving real-world problems that have a predictable outcome. Extended
thinking involves solving real-world problems without a predictable outcome.
Considering the importance of intrinsic motivation in learning, Kearsley and
Shneiderman (1998) identified three levels of an engagement theory: relate, create, and donate.
Relating involves communication, planning managements, and social skills. Creating requires a
purposeful activity and learner sense of control. Donating involves making a useful contribution.
Dunlap et al. (2007) identified ten levels of learner-content interaction and correlated
each to Bloom’s taxonomy (1956). Their levels are (a) enriching interactions where learners
access information which can support all six levels of Bloom’s; (b) supportive interactions help
learners comprehend and work with content and also support all six levels of Bloom’s; (c)
conveyance interactions provide demonstration of content and a way for students to apply what
they learn and support Bloom’s levels of remember, understand, and apply, (d) constructive
interactions where learners organize and map knowledge which support Bloom’s understand and
apply levels, (e) triggering interactions provide a sense of puzzlement and support Bloom’s
levels of understand, apply, and analyze; (f) exploration interactions encourage learners to follow
personal interests and support Bloom’s analyze, evaluate, and create levels; (g) integration
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interactions provide opportunities to create solutions by connecting ideas and support Bloom’s
levels of analyze, evaluate, and create; (h) resolution interactions allow learners to apply new
ideas and assess solutions and support Bloom’s evaluate and create levels; (i) reflective inquiry
interactions require deliberation, action, and careful examination of the implications of the
actions, and support Bloom’s levels of evaluate and create; and (j) metacognitive interactions
which encourage learners to reflect on their cognitive processes and support Bloom’s evaluate
and create level.
Considerations of accessibility are detailed by Gronseth (2018) with an emphasis on
designing for all learners. She considers the web accessibility guidelines (WCAG) in conjunction
with universal design for learning, highlighting four critical goals for digitally augmented
learning experiences: perceivable, which requires that content must be presented in a way the
learner can perceive, supporting multiple representations of content; operable, meaning learners
can access content with assistive technology if needed and navigation is clear and consistent;
understandable, with clearly written content, intuitive interfaces, and defined vocabulary; and
robust, or designed to perform for a diverse userbase. The overall goal of interaction is
engagement which helps users become self-regulated and purposeful learners. She also shares
suggestions for providing multiple representations of content in online and blended courses.
Self-determination theory (Ryan & Deci, 2020) can also inform design of digitally
augmented learning experiences. Self-determination theory links motivation to relatedness, a
feeling of connection; autonomy, the ability to choose; and competence, the confidence that
mastery is possible.
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Educational and psychological theories indicate the need to include cognitive engagement
and motivation in the new learner-content interaction measurement tool. Motivation measures
include connection, autonomy, and feedback which helps learners gain content mastery.
Theories of Technology Integration
Technology integration theories, which describe educational uses of technology can
provide another facet of measuring learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning
experiences.
The Levels of Teaching Innovation (LoTi) framework describes teacher comfort with and
educational use of technology (Moersch, 1996). Level 0 is nonuse, where no electronic media is
used in the classroom. Level 1 is awareness, where student use of technology is one step
removed from the teacher, such as in a computer lab or pull-out program. Level 2, exploration,
occurs when technology supplements existing programs. Level 3, infusion, is when technology
augments instructional events. Level 4a, mechanical integration, involves technology in prepackaged forms. Level 4b, routine integration, happens when teachers use technology as an
authentic problem-solving tool. Level 5, expansion, provides access to real data to encourage
learner activism. Level 6, refinement, involves learners in solving non-trivial, real-world
problems using technology.
Puentedura’s SAMR framework (2006) deals with how technology is used for education
and includes the enhancements of substitution, where technology is directly substituted for
typical class tasks, and augmentation, where the substitution includes improvements, and the
transformations of modification, where there is a significant task redesign, and redefinition,
where new tasks are created.
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Kimmons et al. (2020) describe PICRAT which considers learner relationship with
technology as passive, interactive, or creative, (PIC) and teacher use of technology as a
replacement, augmentation, or transformation (RAT) of traditional classroom practice. PICRAT
is built on the RAT framework of Hughes et al. (2006). The RAT framework can be compared to
SAMR, with replacement and substitution being equivalent, augmentation merging with
modification, and transformation filling the same role as redefinition.
Technology integration theories provide guidance to include cognitive engagement
especially as it relates to learner problem solving and creativity in the new measurement tool.
Connecting the learner to real-world contexts should also be considered.
Essential Components
From the content analysis, levels of interaction scales, educational interaction
requirements, educational and psychological theories, and technology integration theories,
essential components for a comprehensive learner-content interaction measurement tool
emerged. The recurring themes included learner autonomy, quality feedback, cognitive
engagement, real-world connections, and learner motivation (see Table 2). We combined these
into four key areas of learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning experiences:
connection, adaptability, response, and engagement.
Designing a Measurement Tool
Blending learning theories, self-determination theory, and a variety of levels of
interactivity scales, we developed a value-added learner-content interaction measurement tool for
use with digitally augmented learning experiences. Appendix A shows the relationship between
the measurement tool and the foundational theories and scales. The tool has four categories, (1)
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Table 2
Common Features of Requirements for Educational Interactions, Educational and Psychological
Theories, and Technology Integration Theories
Connection
(motivation,
real world)
Janicki & Leigle
Reichert & Hartmann
Bloom
Webb
Puentedura
Kimmons et al.
Gronseth
Ryan & Deci

Adaptability
(learner
autonomy,
motivation)

Response
(feedback,
mastery,
motivation)

a, b, c
a

d
c, e

e
d

I, C, R, A, T
c, d
a

A, M, R
I, C, A, T
b, c, d
b

A, M, R
I, A, T
a, c, d
c

Engagement
(cognitive
engagement,
problem
solving)
a, c, e
b
a, b, c, d, e, f
a, b, c, d
S, A, M, R
P, I, C, R, T
a, b, c, d
c

Janicki & Leigle (2001): (a) clear definition of learning objectives, (b) clear definition of prerequisite knowledge, (c) variety of
learning styles, (d) learner control of pace and direction of instruction, and (e) testing and feedback.
Reichert & Hartmann (2004): (a) based on fundamental ideas, (b) incorporate different cognitive levels, (c) high degree of
interactivity, (d) implicit, explicit, and differentiated feedback; and (e) visualization and usability.
Bloom (1956): (a) knowledge, (b) comprehension, (c) apply, (c) analyze, (d) synthesis, (e) evaluate.
Webb (1997): (a) recall and reproduction, (b) skills and concepts, (c) short-term strategic thinking, and (d) extended thinking.
Puentedura (2006): (S) substitution, (A) augmentation, (M) modification, and (R) redefinition.
Kimmons et al. (2020): (P) passive, (I) interactive, (C) creative, (R) replacement, (A) augmentation, and (T) transformation.
Gronseth (2018): (a) perceivable, (b) operable, (c) understandable, and (d) robust.
Ryan and Deci (2020): (a) relatedness, (b) autonomy, and (c) competence.

connection, (2) adaptability, (3) response, and (4) engagement (CARE). Connection measures
opportunities for the learner to make connections between the content and prior knowledge, to
connect with the instructor or presenter, and to make a contribution to their society and the
world. Adaptability measures how well the digitally augmented learning experience meets
individual needs of each learner. Response measures the timeliness and quality of feedback given
to the learner by the digitally augmented learning experience. Engagement measures the
cognitive processes required by the learner to successfully complete the learning experience.
The initial draft of the measurement tool was a 5-level rubric which included motivation
as a fifth category. With the input of experts, including instructional designers, and an online
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course quality assurance inspector, the categories were combined to remove redundancies and
individual items were reworded for clarity and conciseness. We recognized that the categories of
connection, adaptability, and response included items relating to motivation, so we integrated the
items measuring motivation into items in other categories and the category of motivation was
removed. Several rounds of feedback and revision were implemented.
In designing the measurement tool, we initially designed a traditional rubric with ranges
for each category, however, for ease of use and clarity, we chose a value-added checklist. The
value-added checklist allows for independent evaluation of each option in a category.
Based on the current iteration of the measurement tool (see Figure 1), we created
ancillary materials including example scores for a variety of digitally augmented learning
experiences in each category and explanations of why the score was given (see Appendix B).
Figure 1
Interactivity Measurement Tool for DALEs–The CARE Checklist
Interactivity Measurement Tool
for Digitally Augmented Learning Experiences (DALEs)
One point for each box checked.

___/20

NOTE: Consider a likely learner as you apply the measurement tool to this DALE.
Connection ___/5
Opportunity for the learner to connect to the content, instructor, local community and/or world.
 Content relates to prior knowledge, learner interest, and/or a meaningful problem.
 Content is clearly presented at an appropriate level and keeps the learner’s interest.
 Instructor or presenter is personable, genuine, and feels like a real person.
 The experience shows how content relates to the learner's local community and/or how
subject knowledge can be used to solve problems that matter to the learner.
 The experience helps the learner feel like part of a larger community and see themselves
as capable of contributing in meaningful ways.
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Adaptability ___/5
Ability of the DALE system to adapt to individual learner needs and choices while maintaining
rigor and providing opportunities for mastery.
 The learner can vary pacing and/or optional content.
 Path variation is based on learner input, including selecting amount of practice.
 The learner chooses sequence and/or level of difficulty; mastery-based content is
provided.
 Learner selects content context and/or method of presentation.
 Learner manipulates several variables to create a unique interplay of events or responses.
Response ___/5
Amount, quality, and immediacy of feedback given to the learner by the system throughout the
experience.
Note: Instructor grading and feedback or interaction with other users is NOT counted here.
 The system indicates correct or incorrect learner response.
 The system provides an explanation of why a given answer is correct or incorrect and/or
worked-out solutions.
 Learner is allowed multiple tries to show concept mastery.
 Frequency and immediacy of feedback provides appropriate and consistent scaffolding.
 The system provides remediation options or expanded content recommendations based on
learner input.
Engagement ___/5
Cognitive engagement required for user success.
 Content is presented to the learner.
 Responses from the learner are required.
 The learner manipulates system options showing understanding of content.
 The learner uses content to apply, analyze, or investigate in order to solve non-routine
problems.
 Thinking that extends beyond basic understanding is used by the learner to create,
evaluate, and/or transform with content concepts and skills.
Content Validation
For the new measurement tool to be considered to have content validity, the measurement
items must be reviewed by content experts, the tool must align to relevant theories from the
literature (Zamanzadeh et al., 2014), and the results from the surveys completed by an expert
panel after using the tool to measure learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning
experiences must have 85% or greater positive responses. Survey questions related to the
effectiveness of the measurement categories and items, “The options for [category] were clear”
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and “The options for [category] were discrete from each other” with scores below 85% indicate a
need to revise the measurement items and/or categories. Questions relating to the value of the
ancillary materials, “The examples for [category] were clear” and “The explanations for [clear]
were helpful,” with scores below 85% indicate a need to revise and expand on the ancillary
materials.
The measurement tool, ancillary materials, five disparate DALEs, and a survey for each
DALE were provided to an expert panel for content validation of the CARE measurement tool
(see Appendix B). The expert panel included five instructional designers of online courses, all
with more than five years’ experience, two educational researchers, and a university education
professor. Three of these panelists are former K-12 educators. Each panelist used the CARE
measurement tool to evaluate two or more of the DALEs, recording their scoring results,
evaluating the usefulness of the tool, and commenting about the measurement tool using an
online survey.
The five distinct DALEs selected for use by the experts to evaluate the content validity of
the measurement tool range from a simple animation to an interactive rock identification
branching lesson. The animation is a four-minute long explanation of political science concepts.
The video lesson was an online video-based course on design thinking. The simulation allows
the learner to manipulate a variety of controls to investigate electric charges and fields. The
interactive video pauses at various points and requires learners to answer questions related to the
video content about computer hardware. The branching lesson allows learners to investigate a
rock sample, watching a variety of tests on the rock, and using a step-by-step guide to identify
the rock based on observations and the tests.
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Scoring Results
Scoring results from the CARE measurement tool by the expert panel were inconsistent.
The greatest variance was for the simulation, with scores ranging from 4 to 16 out of a possible
score of 20. The animation had the least variety, with a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 7. As
shown in Figure 2, Designer 1 scores tend to be on the low end of assigned scores, and Researcher
1 scores tend toward the high end.
The panel opinions on the clarity of the category options were 85-96% positive. The
opinion about how discrete the options are were 85-94% positive (see Table 3).
The ancillary materials were used by most members of the expert panel (see Table 4); however,
one expert only used the examples of scored DALEs with explanations of those scores for one
category and only with one DALE. One expert expressed disagreement with the score and
explanation given for one of the example DALEs. The expert panel indicated some difficulties
with the understanding and using the examples and explanations, with 14-17% of survey
responses expressing a need for improvement to the clarity of the examples, and 19% finding the
explanations given to be not really or not at all helpful. The ancillary materials were not used 1317% of the time, however, two experts accounted for all the “I did not review this item”
selections on the survey.
Survey Comments
Experts struggled most with scoring the simulation using the CARE measurement tool.
Simulation survey responses to the open-ended questions, “How well did the measurement tool
work to evaluate this DALE?” and “What comments do you have about the measurement tool
overall?” are shown in Table 5.
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Figure 2
CARE Scores for Each DALE by Expert

CARE Scores by Expert

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Animation

Designer 1

Designer 2

Video Lesson
Designer 3

Simulation

Designer 4

Designer 5

Interactive Video

Professor

Branching Lesson

Researcher 1

Researcher 2

Table 3
Category Option Clarity and Discreteness

The options for "Connection"
were clear.
The options for "Connection"
were discrete from each other.
The options for "Adaptability "
were clear.
The options for "Adaptability"
were discrete from each other.
The options for "Response"
were clear.
The options for "Response"
were discrete from each other.
The options for "Engagement"
were clear.
The options for "Engagement"
were discrete from each other.

Yes,
completely
52.9%

Yes,
somewhat
38.2%

No,
not really
8.8%

No,
not at all
0%

70.6

17.6

11.8

0

52.9

35.3

11.8

0

64.7

20.6

14.7

0

51.5

45.5

3.0

0

64.7

20.6

14.7

0

45.7

40

11.4

2.9

64.7

29.4

5.9

0
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Table 4
Value of Examples and Explanations
Yes,
completely
The explanations for
"Connection" were clear.
The examples for
"Connection" were helpful.
The explanations for
"Adaptability" were clear.
The examples for
"Adaptability" were helpful.
The explanations for
"Response" were clear.
The examples for
"Response" were helpful.
The explanations for
"Engagement" were clear.
The examples for
“Engagement" were helpful.

Yes,
somewhat

No,
not really

No,
not at all

19.4

47.2

19.4

0

I did not
review
this item
13.8

28.6

42.9

14.3

0

14.3

19.4

44.4

19.4

0

16.7

20.0

45.7

14.3

2.9

17.1

19.4

47.2

19.4

0

13.9

23.5

44.1

14.7

2.9

14.7

19.4

44.4

19.4

0

16.7

25.7

42.9

14.3

0

17.1

Table 5
Survey Responses for Simulation DALE
Question: “How well did the measurement tool work to evaluate this DALE?”
Expert
Response
Researcher 1
“I think a lot of the measurements don't apply to this DALE, specifically in the
response section. I think most of the sections apply pretty well, but because this
activity isn't a pass-fail type activity, the response section really doesn't apply
very well.”
Designer 1

“Not very well. I felt like I was evaluating the interactive in a vacuum, and so it
wasn't in a condition/situation for the measuring tool to apply to it.

Designer 3

“This seemed more like a practice/ exploration item than an assessment, so the
‘response’ options were difficult to select. For example, I could definitely try
multiple configurations, but since I didn’t have a particular goal in mind, I don’t
know whether I could really show content mastery. Maybe if this were the ‘lab’
setup for an assignment where I was supposed to find particular answers?
“Likewise, with engagement, I definitely had to manipulate the system to
interact with it, but I don’t know what problems I was solving.”
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This PhET simulation is very open-ended, so I could not see what was ‘content’,
‘feedback’, or ‘response’ for the student. It seemed that the problem to be
solved was missing from the experience.”

Question: “What comments do you have about the measurement tool overall?”
Expert
Response
Researcher 1
“The measurement tool seems pretty good, though I'm not sure it is the best tool
to measure this DALE specifically because this DALE is just an interactive
activity and there isn't anything you can get ‘wrong’ with this activity.”
Designer 1

“Overall: To effectively evaluate this interactive, it needs to be in context of the
course, how it is used, and what it's for. We need the surrounding material,
instructions, learning outcomes, etc., otherwise, many of the options don't match
the interactive as presented--or only a part of the option does.
“I think it would be helpful to have an NA option, too... or ‘other’ option.
“Under ‘Adaptability,’ there isn't a ‘path’ but the learner can manipulate a
bunch of aspects.
“Under ‘Response,’ there is no correct/incorrect feedback as such, but
everything you do in PhET gives an immediate response, so I'm not sure how to
answer. There is no mechanism for showing concept mastery (that I can see), so
that doesn't match the options in the measurement tool.”

Designer 2

“It might not be intuitive enough to stand on its own. I found myself relying on
the example scores when considering how to measure a DALE that had so little
explanation and/or context presented in which to judge it. Consequently, the
measurement tool became slightly ambiguous as my own biases and contextgenerating mind developed scenarios (and assumptions) that may not be what
others would come up with. The tool is also made a bit more opaque by the
layers of guidance that are spread across multiple sources.”

Designer 3

“As we talked about, I didn’t quite know how to approach the PhET site—I
recognized the basics (electricity, charges, etc.), but didn’t have enough
knowledge about what it was trying to teach or to whom to really judge how
clearly it was presented, how useful it is, etc.”

These comments indicate a need for better guidance on using the CARE measurement
tool with a stand-alone simulation when the learning experience can vary depending on context.
The context of the use of a DALE will impact the CARE score, especially in Connections.
Experts on the panel found repeated use of the tool easier. After evaluating the interactive
video, Designer 2 commented that the tool worked “[b]etter than [with] the first widget...partly
because of the differences in widgets, and partly because of me understanding this system better.
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:)” and “Familiarity with the tool and practice using it is certainly helpful.” They continued with
a similar comment after evaluating the video lesson, writing, “I can see myself increasing in
consistency with the tool, particularly an item's comparative relationship to the examples.” After
the branching lesson, they stated, “As this is my fourth attempt, it's gotten easier still.” Designer
1 wrote, “As this was my second attempt and I was slightly more familiar with the tool and its
examples, it became a bit easier to use the tool for evaluation purposes.” Designer 4 commented
after evaluating their fourth DALE, “I'm warming up to some of the criteria. I think some of
them are more useful than they seemed at first.”
The comments by the expert panel on the usefulness of the tool to evaluate the selected
digitally augmented learning experiences provided evidence that the tool can be used for a
variety of learning experiences. Individual panelists’ struggles with the categories and items can
be corrected with training, as the expert panel was not provided training before using the tool.
None of the responses to open-ended survey questions included suggestions for addition of
measurement categories or items which indicates the tool provides sufficient coverage of the
desired constructs. However, the first item in Engagement, “Content is presented to the learner”
was considered unimportant since any DALE should present content. The Engagement section
will be rewritten to remove this item.
Because the CARE measurement tool was written with input from experts, aligns to
relevant theories, including levels of interactivity scales, learning theories, and technology
integration theories, and scored greater than 85% positive in effectiveness for the purpose based
on survey results from an expert panel, this tool has content validity. Improvements to training
materials and ancillary materials are required prior to beginning evaluations for reliability.
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Next Steps
Based on the results of the content validation, the measurement tool is sufficiently clear,
and the options are discrete enough to use with minor revisions for the remaining validation and
reliability checks. However, the ancillary materials need supplementing. To ensure inter-rater
reliability, a training and correlation session needs to be designed prior to further validation of
the CARE measurement tool. Once the training and correlation session are designed, further
validation steps can be taken to evaluate the measurement tool.
With the conclusion of the content validity check for the CARE interactivity
measurement tool, the tool must undergo reliability checks. However, as the expert panel
indicated, there are phrases in the tool that need clarification. Training and the minor revisions
will provide that clarification and help prepare the next round of participants to maintain a level
of agreement when evaluating digitally augmented learning experiences using the CARE
measurement tool.
For reliability testing, digitally augmented learning experiences need to be identified,
participants selected and trained in the use of the tool, and a pilot study run. As part of the
training participants will assist in standardizing scoring with a variety of digitally augmented
learning experiences including those used in the ancillary materials for the expert panel, and
those evaluated by the panel. Multiple raters will be trained, then will evaluate the same digitally
augmented learning experience, or set of learning experiences. Results of the evaluation will be
compared to determine inter-rater reliability.
Prior to training a group of raters, additions will be made to the ancillary materials.
Words and phrases identified by the expert panel as troublesome or ambiguous, such as learner
path, will be defined and clarified. Further examples of digitally augmented learning experiences
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with scoring and explanations of the scores will be added. Training materials developed will
include practice evaluations of learning experiences with corrections and clarifications when
incorrect scores are selected. Consensus between raters on practice evaluations will also help
clarify the CARE tool scoring.
Two main tests of reliability will be used, stability and equivalence. To evaluate stability,
trained raters will use the CARE interactive measurement tool with the same digitally augmented
learning experience before and after a time interval of not less than two weeks. CARE scores
will be compared to determine scoring stability. Having multiple trained raters use the CARE
tool to evaluate the same digitally augmented learning experience will provide data on
equivalence and inter-rater reliability.
During the reliability testing, we will look at ranges of scores for various types of
DALEs. We expect to see animations and videos with lower score ranges and branching
scenarios and complex interactions with higher score ranges. When using the CARE framework
to measure learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning experience, care must be
taken to ensure the results are appropriately applied. Different types of digitally augmented
learning experiences will likely fall within standard ranges. For example, a video or animation
will score lower than a simulation, so a very high quality video may score lower than a poorly
designed simulation, but that does not necessarily mean that simulation is a more appropriate
choice for a given situation. The costs of design, implementation, and student learning time
should also factor into the decision to use a digitally augmented learning experience for a
specific use case. Training materials will include the importance of considering cost of
implementation along with CARE scores when selecting appropriate DALEs for a specific
educational context.
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One of the essential characteristics of a quality measurement tool for learner-content
interaction in digitally augmented learning experiences is flexibility, the ability to effectively
measure learner-content interaction in a variety of digitally augmented learning experiences,
from a single activity to an entire course. Training materials will define the process for
evaluating an entire online course, which will include scoring individual lessons in the course
and averaging scores for each piece of the framework: connection, adaptability, response, and
engagement. Average scores from each category will be added to provide an overall score.
Individual scores for all four parts of the framework should be presented as well as the overall
score, especially when evaluating an entire course.
Conclusion
The CARE interactivity measurement tool was created to provide a way for educators
and instructional designers to evaluate learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning
experiences. The tool was created based on current learner-content interaction measures, levels
of interactivity scales, learning theories, and technology integration theories. No previous
measurement tool met the criteria of being able to be used prior to learner contact with a digitally
augmented learning experience and being functional with a variety of different types of learning
experiences.
Feedback from experts during the designing of the measurement tool and alignment with
related theories provides a strong case for face validity of the CARE interactivity measurement
tool for digitally augmented learning experiences. Correlation with the tool and previously
posited levels of interactivity, learning theories, and technology integration theories (see
Appendix A) support the face validity of the tool.
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Coverage of related theories and the support of the expert panel for the clarity of content
of the measurement items also shows that the CARE interactive measurement tool meets the
criteria of content validation. However, rater training is needed as well as enhancements to the
ancillary materials provided for rater use while evaluating digitally augmented learning
experiences.
Reliability validation of the tool is not complete. Once the ancillary materials have been
revised and rater training has been developed, the tool can be evaluated for reliability measures
of stability, equivalence, and inter-rater reliability.
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Appendix A: Alignment of CARE Measurement Tool to the Literature

Jonassen, 1985

Connection
Opportunity for
the learner to
connect to the
content,
instructor, local
community and/or
world.

Adaptivity Ability
of the DALE
system to adapt
to individual
learner needs
and choices while
maintaining rigor
and providing
opportunities for
mastery.

Schwier, 1992; Schwier 1992;
Schwier 1992;
functions of
levels of
interactions
interactions
learner may control

Content relates to prior knowledge, learner
interest, and/or a meaningful problem.

task analysis, content
level
confirmation

reactive

Content is clearly presented at an appropriate
level and keeps the learner’s interest.

task analysis, content
level
pacing

reactive

context in which to
learn

Instructor or presenter is personable, genuine, and
feels like a real person.
modality

navigation

reactive

The experience shows how content relates to the
learner's local community and/or how subject
knowledge can be used to solve problems that
matter to the learner.

inquiry

proactive

The experience helps the learner feel like part of a
larger community and see themselves as capable task analysis, task
of contributing in meaningful ways.
level

elaboration

mutual

The learner can vary pacing and/or optional
content.

type of interactive
program

pacing

reactive

content to learn

Path variation is based on learner input, including
selecting amount of practice.

type of interactive
program

navigation

proactive

amount of practice

The learner chooses sequence and/or level of
difficulty; mastery-based content is provided.

type of interactive
program

proactive

sequence in which
to learn; level of
difficulty

Learner selects content context and/or method of
presentation.

type of interactive
program

inquiry

proactive

context in which to
learn; method of
presentation

Learner manipulates several variables to create a
unique interplay of events or responses.

type of interactive
program

elaboration

mutual

provision of
optional content

task analysis, task
level

inquiry
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Schwier, 1992; Schwier 1992;
Schwier 1992;
functions of
levels of
interactions
interactions
learner may control

level of intelligent
design

confirmation

reactive

The system provides an explanation of why a
given answer is correct or incorrect and/or worked- level of intelligent
out solutions.
design

confirmation

reactive

The learner is allowed multiple tries to show
concept mastery.

level of intelligent
design

confirmation

proactive

Frequency and immediacy of feedback provides
appropriate and consistent scaffolding.

level of intelligent
design

inquiry

mutual

The system provides remediation options or
expanded content recommendations based on
learner input.

level of intelligent
design

elaboration

mutual

Content is presented to the learner.

level of processing

pacing

reactive

Responses from the learner are required.

level of processing

confirmation

reactive

The learner manipulates system options showing
understanding of content.

level of processing

confirmation

proactive

The learner uses content to apply, analyze, or
investigate in order to solve non-routine problems. level of processing

inquiry

mutual

Thinking that extends beyond basic understanding
is used by the learner to create, evaluate, and/or
transform with content concepts and skills.
level of processing

elaboration

mutual

The system indicates correct or incorrect learner
response.
Response
Amount, quality,
and immediacy of
feedback given to
the learner by the
system
throughout the
experience.

Engagement
Cognitive
engagement
required for
learner success.
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level of advisement

level of advisement
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US Department of
Aldrich et al., 1998 Defense, 2001

Sims, 2003; Design
and Learning
throughout

Content relates to prior knowledge, learner Reflective
interest, and/or a meaningful problem.
Interactivity

visibility and
accessibility

Communication

Content is clearly presented at an
appropriate level and keeps the learner’s
interest.

visibility and
accessibility

Communication

Instructor or presenter is personable,
genuine, and feels like a real person.

visibility and
accessibility

Communication

The experience shows how content relates
to the learner's local community and/or how
subject knowledge can be used to solve
problems that matter to the learner.

creativity and
combinability

Communication

The experience helps the learner feel like
part of a larger community and see
themselves as capable of contributing in
meaningful ways.

creativity and
combinability

Communication

The learner can vary pacing and/or optional
content.
Linear Interactivity

manipulability and
annotatability

Level II: Limited
Interaction

Control

Path variation is based on learner input,
including selecting amount of practice.

manipulability and
annotatability

Level II: Limited
Interaction

Control

manipulability and
annotatability

Level III: Complex
Interaction

Control
Control

Sims, 1997

Connection
Opportunity for
the learner to
connect to the
content,
instructor, local
community and/or
world.

Adaptivity Ability
of the DALE
system to adapt
to individual
learner needs
and choices while
maintaining rigor
and providing
opportunities for
mastery.

Hyperlinked
Interactivity

The learner chooses sequence and/or level
of difficulty; mastery-based content is
provided.
Learner selects content context and/or
method of presentation.

Construct
Interactivity

manipulability and
annotatability

Level III: Complex
Interaction

Learner manipulates several variables to
create a unique interplay of events or
responses.

Simulation
Interactivity

experimentation
and testing

Level IV: Real-time
Interaction
Control
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US Department of
Aldrich et al., 1998 Defense, 2001

Sims, 2003; Design
and Learning
throughout

Heirarchical
Interactivity

visibility and
accessibility

Level II: Limited
Interaction

The Individual

The system provides an explanation of why
a given answer is correct or incorrect
Support
and/or worked-out solutions.
Interactivity

visibility and
accessibility

Level III: Complex
Interaction

The Individual

The learner is allowed multiple tries to
show concept mastery.

visibility and
accessibility

Level III: Complex
Interaction

The Individual

The system indicates correct or incorrect
learner response.
Response
Amount, quality,
and immediacy of
feedback given to
the learner by the
system
throughout the
experience.
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Frequency and immediacy of feedback
provides appropriate and consistent
scaffolding.

visibility and
Update Interactivity accessibility

Level IV: Real-time
Interaction
The Individual

visibility and
accessibility

Level IV: Real-time
Interaction
The Individual

visibility and
accessibility

Level I: Passive

Engagement

Responses from the learner are required.

visibility and
accessibility

Level II: Limited
Interaction

Engagement

The learner manipulates system options
showing understanding of content.

manipulability and
annotatability

Level II: Limited
Interaction

Engagement

The learner uses content to apply, analyze, Nonimmersive
or investigate in order to solve non-routine Contextual
problems.
Interactivity

creativity and
combinability

Level III: Complex
Interaction

Engagement

Thinking that extends beyond basic
understanding is used by the learner to
create, evaluate, and/or transform with
content concepts and skills.

experimentation
and testing

Level IV: Real-time
Interaction
Engagement

The system provides remediation options
or expanded content recommendations
based on learner input.
Content is presented to the learner.

Engagement
Cognitive
engagement
required for
learner success.

Object interactivity

Immersive Virtual
Interactivity
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Schulmeister, 2003

Patwardhan and
Murthy, 2015

Atanasov and
Ivanova, 2019

Graham et al.,
2019; dimensions
of personalization

Content relates to prior knowledge, learner
interest, and/or a meaningful problem.

Connection
Opportunity for
the learner to
connect to the
content,
instructor, local
community and/or
world.

Content is clearly presented at an
appropriate level and keeps the learner’s
interest.

time

Instructor or presenter is personable,
genuine, and feels like a real person.
The experience shows how content relates
to the learner's local community and/or how
subject knowledge can be used to solve
problems that matter to the learner.

place

The experience helps the learner feel like
part of a larger community and see
themselves as capable of contributing in
meaningful ways.

Adaptivity Ability
of the DALE
system to adapt
to individual
learner needs
and choices while
maintaining rigor
and providing
opportunities for
mastery.

The learner can vary pacing and/or optional Level II: Multiple optional
content.
program executions
animation

Low

pace

Path variation is based on learner input,
including selecting amount of practice.

Low

path

Level II: Multiple optional
program executions

The learner chooses sequence and/or level Level III: Representation
of difficulty; mastery-based content is
variation by program
provided.
manipulation

Medium

Learner selects content context and/or
method of presentation.

Level IV: Variation
through changing
parameters or data

simulation

Medium

Learner manipulates several variables to
create a unique interplay of events or
responses.

Level V: Constructing
objects and generating
processes

interactivityenriched
visualization

High

methods
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Schulmeister, 2003
The system indicates correct or incorrect
learner response.
Response
Amount, quality,
and immediacy of
feedback given to
the learner by the
system
throughout the
experience.

Engagement
Cognitive
engagement
required for
learner success.

Patwardhan and
Murthy, 2015

Atanasov and
Ivanova, 2019

Level II: Multiple optional
program executions

Medium

The system provides an explanation of why
a given answer is correct or incorrect
Level VI: Processes and
and/or worked-out solutions.
programs with feedback

Medium

The learner is allowed multiple tries to
show concept mastery.

Level VI: Processes and
programs with feedback

Medium

Frequency and immediacy of feedback
provides appropriate and consistent
scaffolding.

Level VI: Processes and
programs with feedback

Medium

The system provides remediation options
or expanded content recommendations
based on learner input.

Level VI: Processes and
programs with feedback

Medium

Content is presented to the learner.

Level I: Automatic
program execution

Responses from the learner are required.

Level II: Multiple optional
program executions

Medium

The learner manipulates system options
showing understanding of content.

Level III: Representation
variation by program
manipulation

Medium

non-interactive
visualization

Low

The learner uses content to apply, analyze, Level IV: Variation
or investigate in order to solve non-routine through changing
problems.
parameters or data

interactivityenriched
visualization

Medium

Thinking that extends beyond basic
understanding is used by the learner to
create, evaluate, and/or transform with
content concepts and skills.

interactivityenriched
visualization

High

Level V: Constructing
objects and generating
processes

Graham et al.,
2019; dimensions
of personalization

goals
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Janicki & Leigle, 2001

Connection
Opportunity for
the learner to
connect to the
content,
instructor, local
community and/or
world.

Content relates to prior knowledge, learner clear definition of learning
interest, and/or a meaningful problem.
objectives

based on
fundamental ideas

Content is clearly presented at an
appropriate level and keeps the learner’s
interest.

based on
fundamental ideas

clear definition of
prerequisite knowledge

Instructor or presenter is personable,
genuine, and feels like a real person.
The experience shows how content relates
to the learner's local community and/or how
subject knowledge can be used to solve
problems that matter to the learner.
variety of learning styles
The experience helps the learner feel like
part of a larger community and see
themselves as capable of contributing in
meaningful ways.

Adaptivity Ability
of the DALE
system to adapt
to individual
learner needs
and choices while
maintaining rigor
and providing
opportunities for
mastery.

Reichert &
Hartmann, 2004

variety of learning styles

The learner can vary pacing and/or optional learner control of pace and
content.
direction of instruction

high degree of
interactivity

Path variation is based on learner input,
including selecting amount of practice.

learner control of pace and
direction of instruction

high degree of
interactivity

The learner chooses sequence and/or level
of difficulty; mastery-based content is
learner control of pace and
provided.
direction of instruction

high degree of
interactivity

Learner selects content context and/or
method of presentation.

learner control of pace and
direction of instruction

high degree of
interactivity

Learner manipulates several variables to
create a unique interplay of events or
responses.

learner control of pace and
direction of instruction

visualization and
usability

Bloom, 1956;
cognitive
engagement

Webb, 1997;
Depth of
Knowledge
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Engagement
Cognitive
engagement
required for
learner success.

Bloom, 1956;
cognitive
engagement

Webb, 1997;
Depth of
Knowledge

Janicki & Leigle, 2001

Reichert &
Hartmann, 2004

testing and feedback

implicit, explicit, and
differentiated
feedback

The system provides an explanation of why
a given answer is correct or incorrect
and/or worked-out solutions.
testing and feedback

implicit, explicit, and
differentiated
feedback

The learner is allowed multiple tries to
show concept mastery.

testing and feedback

implicit, explicit, and
differentiated
feedback

testing and feedback

implicit, explicit, and
differentiated
feedback

The system provides remediation options
or expanded content recommendations
based on learner input.

testing and feedback

implicit, explicit, and
differentiated
feedback

Content is presented to the learner.

clear definition of learning
objectives

different cognitive
levels

Responses from the learner are required.

testing and feedback

different cognitive
levels

knowledge

recall and
reproduction

The learner manipulates system options
showing understanding of content.

variety of learning styles

different cognitive
levels

comprehension

skills and
concepts

The learner uses content to apply, analyze,
or investigate in order to solve non-routine
problems.
variety of learning styles

different cognitive
levels

application,
analysis

short-term
strategic
thinking

Thinking that extends beyond basic
understanding is used by the learner to
create, evaluate, and/or transform with
content concepts and skills.

different cognitive
levels

synthesis,
evaluation

extended
thinking

The system indicates correct or incorrect
learner response.
Response
Amount, quality,
and immediacy of
feedback given to
the learner by the
system
throughout the
experience.

140

Frequency and immediacy of feedback
provides appropriate and consistent
scaffolding.

variety of learning styles
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Kimmons et al.,
2020; PICRAT

Ryan & Deci, 2020;
Gronseth, 2018;
Self- determination
WCAG meets UDL Theory

Content relates to prior knowledge, learner
interest, and/or a meaningful problem.

Interactive, RAT

Understandable

Relatedness

Content is clearly presented at an appropriate
level and keeps the learner’s interest.

Interactive, RAT

Understandable

Relatedness

Instructor or presenter is personable, genuine,
and feels like a real person.

Interactive, RAT

Understandable

Relatedness

The experience shows how content relates to
the learner's local community and/or how
subject knowledge can be used to solve
problems that matter to the learner.

Creative, RAT

Robust

Relatedness

The experience helps the learner feel like part
of a larger community and see themselves as
capable of contributing in meaningful ways.

Creative, RAT

Robust

Relatedness

Puentedura,
2006; SAMR

Connection
Opportunity for
the learner to
connect to the
content,
instructor, local
community and/or
world.

Adaptivity Ability
of the DALE
system to adapt
to individual
learner needs
and choices while
maintaining rigor
and providing
opportunities for
mastery.

The learner can vary pacing and/or optional
content.

Augmentation

Interactive,
Augment

Operable

Autonomy

Path variation is based on learner input,
including selecting amount of practice.

Modification

Interactive,
Augment

Operable

Autonomy

The learner chooses sequence and/or level of
difficulty; mastery-based content is provided. Redefinition

Interactive,
Augment

Understandable

Autonomy

Learner selects content context and/or method
of presentation.
Redefinition

Interactive,
Transform

Understandable

Autonomy

Learner manipulates several variables to
create a unique interplay of events or
responses.

Creative,
Transform

Robust

Autonomy

Redefinition
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Response
Amount, quality,
and immediacy of
feedback given to
the learner by the
system
throughout the
experience.

Engagement
Cognitive
engagement
required for
learner success.
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Puentedura,
2006; SAMR

Kimmons et al.,
2020; PICRAT

Ryan & Deci, 2020;
Gronseth, 2018;
Self- determination
WCAG meets UDL Theory

The system indicates correct or incorrect
learner response.

Augmentation

Interactive,
Augment

Perceivable

Competence

The system provides an explanation of why a
given answer is correct or incorrect and/or
worked-out solutions.

Augmentation

Interactive,
Augment

Understandable

Competence

The learner is allowed multiple tries to show
concept mastery.

Modification

Interactive,
Transform

Understandable

Competence

Frequency and immediacy of feedback
provides appropriate and consistent
scaffolding.

Redefinition

Interactive,
Transform

Robust

Competence

The system provides remediation options or
expanded content recommendations based on
learner input.
Redefinition

Interactive,
Transform

Robust

Competence

Content is presented to the learner.

Substitution

Passive, Replace

Perceivable

Competence

Responses from the learner are required.

Augmentation

Interactive,
Replace

Operable

Competence

The learner manipulates system options
showing understanding of content.

Modification

Interactive,
Transform

Understandable

Competence

The learner uses content to apply, analyze, or
investigate in order to solve non-routine
problems.
Redefinition

Creative,
Transform

Robust

Competence

Thinking that extends beyond basic
understanding is used by the learner to create,
evaluate, and/or transform with content
concepts and skills.
Redefinition

Creative,
Transform

Robust

Competence
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Appendix B: Materials Provided to Expert Panel
Participant Email
Hi [Participant],
Thanks for being willing to help with my dissertation and evaluate
the measurement tool I've created to look at learner-content interaction in digitally
augmented learning experiences (DALEs). There are five DALEs to evaluate using
the measurement tool, and a survey for each one that includes
the measurement tool and survey questions about how well the tool works with that
particular DALE. Please be sure the survey you use is for the DALE you are measuring.
1) PhET Charges and Fields Simulation: Measurement Tool and Survey
2) Interactive Video on Computer Hardware: Measurement Tool and Survey
3) Design Thinking Lesson on LinkedIn Ed: Measurement Tool and Survey
4) Rock Identification: Measurement Tool and Survey
5) Animation for POLI-170: Introduction to International Politics: Measurement Tool and
Survey
Please let me know if you have questions or want to share comments.
Thanks,
Sandy Powell
sandy@sciencewithsandy.com
208.403.7644
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Sample Survey
Page 1
Interactivity Measurement Tool Validation
The purpose of this survey is to answer the question:
How usable, flexible, and coherent is the Interactivity Measurement Tool for
Digitally Augmented Learning Experiences (DALEs)?
Email address of the person completing this survey.
[text entry box]
Instructions:
Use the Interactivity Measurement Tool for Digitally Augmented Learning Experiences
(DALEs) on the next page to evaluate the PhET Charges and Fields Simulation, then
answer survey questions about the measurement tool.
Your responses will be used to evaluate the usability, flexibility, and coherence of the
measurement tool.
Page 2
Applying the Measurement Tool
to PhET Charges and Fields Simulation.
Use this Interactivity Measurement Tool for Digitally Augmented Learning Experiences
(DALEs) to evaluate the PhET Charges and Fields Simulation, then answer the survey
questions on the next page about the measurement tool.
Interactivity Measurement Tool
for Digitally Augmented Learning Experiences (DALEs)
NOTE: Consider a likely learner as you apply the measurement tool to this DALE.
•
•

One point for each box checked
Some categories may have no boxes checked
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Connection
(5 points possible - select ALL that apply)
Opportunity for the learner to connect to the content, instructor, local community, and/or
world.
See explanations and examples for connection.
Content relates to prior knowledge, learner interest, and/or a meaningful problem.
Content is clearly presented at an appropriate level and keeps the learner’s interest.
Instructor or presenter is personable, genuine, and feels like a real person.
The experience shows how content relates to the learner's local community and/or
how subject knowledge can be used to solve problems that matter to the learner.
 The experience helps the learner feel like part of a larger community and see
themselves as capable of contributing in meaningful ways.





Adaptability
(5 points possible - select ALL that apply)
Ability of the DALE system to adapt to individual learner needs and choices while
maintaining rigor and providing opportunities for mastery.
See explanations and examples for adaptability.
 The learner can vary pacing and/or optional content.
 Path variation is based on learner input, including selecting amount of practice.
 The learner chooses sequence and/or level of difficulty; mastery-based content is
provided.
 Learner selects content context and/or method of presentation.
 Learner manipulates several variables to create a unique interplay of events or
responses.
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Response
(5 points possible - select ALL that apply)
Amount, quality, and immediacy of feedback given to the learner by the DALE system
throughout the experience.
See explanations and examples for response.
Note: Instructor grading and feedback or interaction with other users is NOT counted
here.
 The system indicates correct or incorrect learner response.
 The system provides an explanation of why a given answer is correct or incorrect
and/or worked-out solutions.
 Learner is allowed multiple tries to show concept mastery.
 Frequency and immediacy of feedback provides appropriate and consistent
scaffolding.
 The system provides remediation options or expanded content recommendations
based on learner input.
Engagement
(5 points possible - select ALL that apply)
Cognitive engagement required for user success.
See explanations and examples for engagement.
Content is presented to the learner.
Responses from the learner are required.
The learner manipulates system options showing understanding of content.
The learner uses content to apply, analyze, or investigate in order to solve nonroutine problems.
 Thinking that extends beyond basic understanding is used by the learner to create,
evaluate, and/or transform with content concepts and skills.
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Page 3
Content Validity Survey
Please answer each item as honestly and completely as possible.
Select the most correct response for each row.
The options for
"Connection" were clear.
The options for
"Connection" were discrete
from each other.
The options for "Adaptability
" were clear.
The options for
"Adaptability" were discrete
from each other.
The options for "Response"
were clear.
The options for "Response"
were discrete from each
other.
The options for
"Engagement" were clear.
The options for
"Engagement" were
discrete from each other.

Yes,
completely


Yes,
somewhat


No, not really

No, not at all
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Select the most correct response for each row.

The explanations for
"Connection" were
clear.
The examples for
"Connection" were
helpful.
The explanations for
"Adaptability" were
clear.
The examples for
"Adaptability" were
helpful.
The explanations for
"Response" were clear.
The examples for
"Response" were
helpful.
The explanations for
"Engagement" were
clear.
The examples for
"Engagement" were
helpful.

Yes,
completely

Yes,
somewhat

No, not
really

No, not at
all

I did not
review
this item

















































































Mark all that apply.
The measurement tool







functions well with this Digitally Augmented Learning Experience (DALE).
provides a meaningful score for "Connection" for this DALE.
provides a meaningful score for "Adaptability" for this DALE.
provides a meaningful score for "Response" for this DALE.
provides a meaningful score for "Engagement" for this DALE.
provides a meaningful overall score for this DALE.

How much time did it take to score this DALE with the measurement tool?
[text entry box]
How well did the measurement tool work to evaluate this DALE?
[text entry box]
What comments do you have about the measurement tool overall?
[text entry box]
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Ancillary Materials–Examples and Explanations

Example Scores
Connection
Opportunity for the learner to connect to the content, instructor, local community and/or world.

NOTE: Consider a likely learner as you apply the measurement tool to this digitally
augmented learning experience (DALE).
Examples

360
Petra

Picture
graphs

Berries

Static
Electricity

Antibodies

Content relates to prior
knowledge, learner interest,
and/or a meaningful
problem.

yes

yes

yes

yes

Content is clearly
presented at an appropriate
level and keeps the
learner’s interest.

yes

yes

yes

Instructor or presenter is
personable, genuine, and
feels like a real person.

no

yes

The experience shows how
content relates to the
learner's local community
and/or how subject
knowledge can be used to
solve problems that matter
to the learner.

no

The experience helps the
learner feel like part of a
larger community and see
themselves as capable of
contributing in meaningful
ways.
Score

Tami’s
Tower

Thunder
storm

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

2

3

2

3

4

5

3

o

(2 videos
+2
activities)

(select Play
This Game)
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Explanations:
360 Petra - For a likely learner, content relates to prior knowledge, is presented at an
appropriate level that keeps the learner’s interest.
Picture graphs - Content relates to prior knowledge, keeps interest, and is presented in a
genuine manner.
Berries - For a likely learner, content relates to prior knowledge, is presented at an appropriate
level that keeps the learner’s interest.
Static Electricity - For a likely learner, content relates to prior knowledge and a meaningful
problem, keeps the learner’s interest, and can be used to solve problems that matter to
the learner.
Antibodies - For a likely learner, content relates to a meaningful problem, keeps the learner’s
interest, is written in a personable, genuine manner, and shows how content can be
used to solve problems that matter to the learner.
Tami’s Tower - Clearly meets all requirements for connection with a likely learner.
Thunderstorm - For a likely learner, content relates to prior knowledge and keeps learner’s
interest. The presenter is personable and genuine.
o
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Example Scores
Adaptability
Ability of the DALE system to adapt to individual learner needs and choices while maintaining
rigor and providing opportunities for mastery.

NOTE: Consider a likely learner as you apply the measurement tool to this digitally
augmented learning experience (DALE).
Examples

360
Petra
o

Picture
graphs

Berries

(2 videos +
2 activities)

Static
Electricity

Antibodies

Tami’s
Tower

Thunder
storm

(select Play
This Game)

The learner can vary
pacing and/or optional
content.

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Path variation is based
on learner input,
including selecting
amount of practice.

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

The learner chooses
sequence and/or level of
difficulty; mastery-based
content is provided.

no

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

Learner selects content
context and/or method
of presentation.

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

Learner manipulates
several variables to
create a unique interplay
of events or responses.

no

no

no

yes

no

yes

no

Score

2

3

2

3

2

4

1
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Explanations:
360 Petra - Leaner can vary pacing, optional content, and path through content.
Picture graphs - Learner can vary pacing, optional content, path, amount of practice, and
sequence. Mastery-based content is provided..
Berries - Learner can vary pacing, and amount of practice.
Static Electricity - Learner can vary pacing and amount of practice, and can manipulate several
variables in the simulation.
Antibodies - Learner can vary pacing, optional content, and path.
Tami’s Tower - Learner can vary pacing, optional content, amount of practice, and level of
difficulty, and creates unique towers.
Thunderstorm - Learner can vary pacing.
o
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Example Scores
Response
Amount, quality, and immediacy of feedback given to the learner by the system throughout the
experience.
NOTE: Instructor grading and feedback or interaction with other users is NOT counted here.

NOTE: Consider a likely learner as you apply the measurement tool to this digitally
augmented learning experience (DALE).
Examples

360
Petra

Picture
graphs

Berries

Static
Electricity

Antibodies

The system indicates
correct or incorrect learner
response.

no

yes

yes

yes

The system provides an
explanation of why a given
answer is correct or
incorrect and/or worked-out
solutions.

no

yes

no

The learner is allowed
multiple tries to show
concept mastery.

no

yes

Frequency and immediacy
of feedback provides
appropriate and consistent
scaffolding.

no

The system provides
remediation options or
expanded content
recommendations based
on learner input.
Score

Tami’s
Tower

Thunder
storm

no

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

0

5

2

3

0

4

0

o

(2 videos
+2
activities)

(select Play
This Game)
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Explanations:
360 Petra - No responses are required from the learner.
Picture graphs - The system responds to the learner in all possible ways.
Berries - The system indicates correct or incorrect learner responses without explanations.
Learners can retry activities.
Static Electricity - The system indicates through simulated action the result of learner choices,
the simulation can be reset, providing multiple tries to show mastery. The immediacy of
response provides appropriate scaffolding.
Antibodies - No responses are required of the learner.
Tami’s Tower - Whether a response is correct or incorrect is presented visually showing why the
answer is correct or not. Feedback timing is appropriate, and hints are available. Multiple
tries are available.
Thunderstorm - No responses are required of the learner.
o
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Example Scores
Engagement
Cognitive engagement required for user success.

NOTE: Consider a likely learner as you apply the measurement tool to this digitally
augmented learning experience (DALE).
Examples

360
Petra

Picture
graphs

Berries

Static
Electricity

Antibodies

Content is presented to the
learner.

yes

yes

yes

yes

Responses from the learner
are required.

yes

yes

yes

The learner manipulates
system options showing
understanding of content.

no

yes

The learner uses content to
apply, analyze, or
investigate in order to solve
non-routine problems.

no

Thinking that extends
beyond basic
understanding is used by
the learner to create,
evaluate, and/or transform
with content concepts and
skills.
Score

Tami’s
Tower

Thunder
storm

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

no

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

2

3

3

3

2

5

1

o

(2 videos
+2
activities)

(select Play
This Game)
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Explanations:
360 Petra - The learner clicks to move through the space and to open optional content, but only
passive cognitive engagement is required. No understanding of content or beyond is
required of the learner.
Picture graphs - The learner shows understanding of content, and solves problems, but the
problems are routine. There is no need for the learner to move beyond active
engagement into transformative engagement.
Berries - The learner shows understanding of content, but does not solve problems using the
content.
Static Electricity - The learner must respond, but understanding of content is not required to
manipulate the simulation. The learner solves non-routine problems related to the
content as they explore the simulation.
Antibodies - Content is presented and can be manipulated by the learner, but only passive
cognitive engagement is required. No understanding of content or beyond is required of
the learner.
Tami’s Tower - All levels of engagement are required of the learner, including creating towers to
solve the non-routine problem of building a tower using different shapes.
Thunderstorm - This video presents content, but no response is required of the learner.
o
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DISSERTATION CONCLUSION
Current discourse surrounding learner-content interaction in digitally augmented learning
environments showed themes of label, theory, measurement, types of content, pedagogy, and
looking forward. The label theme describes the use of the term as a research variable or other use
where no context was given. Theory includes mentions of Moore’s transactional distance (1973)
or list of interaction types (1989), Anderson’s Equivalency Theorem (2003), and other related
educational theories. The measurement theme included all mentions of how learner-content
interaction was evaluated, measured, or quantified. Types of content included descriptions of
specific content learners interacted with, such as textbooks, online text, discussion boards,
simulations, assignments, and assessments. Pedagogy included mentions of student learning,
knowledge construction, and understanding that did not include mention of a specific learning
theory. The looking forward theme includes suggestions for researchers and practitioners
surrounding learner-content interaction.
The content analysis of 149 manuscripts using the phrase learner-content interaction or
student-content interaction found that explicit definitions of learner-content interaction have
maintained fidelity with Moore’s definition (1989). The analysis also found that the ideas
surrounding learner-content interaction have spread worldwide and to many different disciplines,
indicating the diffusion of Moore’s ideas. The number and variety of types of content learners
engage with has also expanded through the years. Discussion of learner-content interaction is
widened through considering the variety and depth of context for the phrase and the definitions
surrounding its use. By looking at shared meaning, the dialogue surrounding student-content
interaction is enhanced.
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Using a content analysis of 107 manuscripts that describe one or more methods for
measuring learner-content interaction, 113 measurement tools were analyzed along with 378
individual measurement items related to learner-content interaction. By analyzing current
measurement tools, important themes surrounding measuring learner-content interaction in
digitally augmented learning experiences emerged, including pedagogy, learner autonomy,
connection, feedback, and cognitive engagement. Pedagogy includes the learning that takes place
through learner engagement with the content. Learner autonomy relates to the amount of control
the user has over the pace, method, learning path, or other features of the learning experience.
Connection deals with the relationship of the learner to the content, instructor, community, and
the world, as well as helping the learner make connections between new content and previous
knowledge and personal interests. Feedback deals with responses provided to the learner by the
system or program providing the digitally augmented learning experience, such as indicating
whether a selected choice is right or wrong and why, or providing scaffolding to guide the
learner. Cognitive engagement measures the amount of thinking required for learner success in
the experience.
There is no standard or generally accepted measurement tool for learner-content
interaction in digitally augmented learning experiences. Only four of the 113 measurement tools
encountered were used in more than one manuscript, meaning there is a large variety of tools
used to measure learner-content interaction. All but six of the tools can be used prior to learner
use of the learning experience, the other 107 tools are reactive and can only be used during or
after learner contact with the digitally augmented learning experience. In order to be useful for
the project and for educators and instructional designers, a proactive tool is needed to provide a
benchmark of the quality of available interactions.
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Strengths of the measurement tool analyzed include an emphasis on learning and
pedagogy, promotion of learner agency, and the possibility of providing large amounts of data
for research. However, some tools were disconnected from the stated definition of learnercontent interaction in the manuscript, meaning the tool did not measure the given learner-content
interaction constructs. Other tools were specific to a single digitally augmented learning
experience and could not be easily extrapolated for use with other types of experiences.
For use in the project of adding interactions to online high school independent study
courses, none of the tools encountered met the criteria of being proactive, versatile, and covering
the components of connection, learner autonomy, feedback, and cognitive engagement. A new
measurement tool was needed to meet the project parameters.
Based on the template provided from the content analysis of learner-content interaction
measurement tools, the CARE (connection, adaptability, response, and engagement) interactivity
measurement tool was built. Through a series of iterations, experts including instructional
designers and other education professionals reviewed drafts of the measurement tool, providing
suggestions for improvement. From the expert feedback, the items and categories were revised
and tightened through each successive iteration.
The new tool was aligned to the essential categories from the analysis of measurement
tools, related educational theories, levels of interactivity, and technology integration theories.
From these resources, four categories emerged, connection, adaptability, response, and
engagement (CARE). Connection measures opportunities for the learner to make connections
between the content and prior knowledge, to connect with the instructor or presenter, and to
make a contribution to their society and the world. Adaptability measures how well the digitally
augmented learning experience meets individual needs of each learner and cedes control to the
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learner. Response measures the timeliness and quality of feedback given to the learner by the
digitally augmented learning experience. Engagement measures the cognitive processes required
by the learner to successfully complete the learning experience. The CARE interactivity
measurement tool uses a value-added checklist with five items in each of the four categories of
connection, adaptability, response, and engagement.
As part of content validation, five disparate digitally augmented learning experiences
were evaluated by an expert panel, including an animation, a video-based online course, an
interactive video, a simulation, and a branching lesson. During and after the evaluation of each
digitally augmented learning experience, panelists completed a survey where they recorded the
CARE scores and rated the measurement tool and the evaluation process.
Survey results from the expert panel showed disparity in scoring using the CARE
interactivity measurement tool. Panelists were satisfied with the categories and items on the
measurement tool; however, they were not satisfied with the supporting materials. The variety in
scores for the five digitally augmented learning experiences between the panelists indicates a
need to provide training to raters. Panelists had questions regarding the meaning of certain words
and phrases used in the tool. Before reliability testing of the CARE interactivity measurement
tool, training must be designed, and improvements made to the ancillary support materials
provided to raters.
The CARE measurement tool meets the coverage criteria of content validity through the
alignment with related levels of interactivity, learning theories, and technology integration
theories. Face validity is supported by the expert input during the design of the tool. Survey
results from the expert panel support content validity for the categories and individual
measurement items, but improvements are needed in rater training and support materials.
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The next steps for preparing the CARE interactivity measurement tool for use with online
high school courses include designing rater training, improving support materials, and
developing a plan to evaluate reliability through tests of stability and equivalence.
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